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ABSTRACT
ON THE ORDERING, MICROSTRUCTURE AND HOLE TRANSPORT
CORRELATIONS IN SEMI-CRYSTALLINE POLY(3-HEXYLTHIOPHENE)
FEBRUARY 2015
XIAOBO SHEN, B.S., ZHEJIANG UNIVERSITY
M.S., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
Ph.D., UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST
Directed by: Professor Thomas P. Russell
This dissertation focuses on describing the research work done on poly(3hexylthiophene) (P3HT), which represents one of the most important p-type semiconducting polymers widely used in the field of organic optoelectronics. P3HT is also
identified as a typical semi-crystalline material comprising different phases that would
yield distinct impacts on its properties when integrated as an active component in
optoelectronic devices. In particular, as the material finds great use as a hole-conductor,
the objective of the dissertation is to develop a fundamental and quantitative
understanding of the relationship between the semi-crystalline morphology and hole
transport properties in P3HT.
The first section provides a general introduction of the material P3HT and its role
as the hole conducting material in various devices including organic photovoltaic solar
cells, organic field effect transistors (OFET) and time-of-flight (TOF) devices.
Characteristics of the OFET and TOF measurements are discussed. In parallel, structural
characterizations of P3HT involving various methods are also described, followed by the
introduction of current research progress in the field, and the motivations of the research
presented in this dissertation.
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Three projects are detailed following the introduction section. In the first project,
a correlation between the hole transport and corresponding structural properties of the
bulk regioregular poly(3-hexylthiophene) (rr-P3HT) is studied as a function of
temperature by the time-of-flight (TOF) and wide angle X-ray diffraction (WAXD)
techniques. Combining the measured transport characteristics and structural evolutions,
two temperature regions with distinct transport mechanisms are identified. At T<120oC,
the transport-related structural changes are negligible, and the hole transport is limited by
the amorphous phase and can be thermally activated. At T>120oC, a microscopic thermal
expansion along the π-π stacking direction within the nanocrystals and a macroscopic
deterioration in the ordering both contribute to the decrease in the hole mobility at high
temperatures.
As demonstrated in the first project, the semi-crystalline morphology at different
length scales plays a crucial role in dictating the hole transport properties in P3HT. The
second project is aimed to gain a quantitative understanding of the ordered structures of
P3HT at different length scales. Specifically, by utilizing a combination of wide angle Xray diffraction (WAXD), density and 13C solid-state nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR)
measurements, the absolute degrees of crystallinity in different P3HTs are determined
and compared. The results suggest that, in addition to the two-phase picture pervading in
the literatures, a 10wt% local short-range ordering in the amorphous phase should be
included, which may greatly influence the resulting macroscopic hole transport
characteristics in P3HT-based optoelectronic devices.
As an extension of the first and second projects, the third project presents a
detailed investigation of the effect of ordering and microstructures on the hole transport
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properties involving P3HT with different molecular characteristics. Interestingly, two
important features are universally resolved in different materials: (i) a significant increase
of the hole mobility measured by TOF at low temperatures in physically aged samples;
(ii) an abrupt jump in the hole mobility at high temperatures. Taking advantage of the
sensitivity of
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C solid-state NMR to local structures, the low temperature aging effects

and high temperature mobility jump are attributed to the growth of the local ordered
phase in the non-crystalline region during physical aging and an improvement of the π-π
stacking within the crystalline phase, respectively.
Based on the research results summarized in the three projects, the last chapter
provides insights on the possible routes to further the understanding of structure-property
relationships not only in the P3HT but also in other classes of semi-conducting polymers
of similar semi-crystalline nature. The new understanding and strategies developed on the
model P3HT materials in this dissertation are expected to shed light on improving the
future design and processing of new types of high-performance semi-conducting
polymers.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION TO THE ORDERING, MICROSTRUCTURE AND HOLE
TRANSPORT IN SEMI-CRYSTALLINE P3HT
1.1 Introduction to Organic Photovoltaics and Regioregular P3HT
In the past two decades, tremendous efforts have been invested in nearly every
possible aspect of the development of organic photovoltaics (OPVs) ranging from
advanced molecular design and synthesis, manipulation of the active layer morphology to
device engineering.1–6 Consequently, encouraging results have led to a recent power
conversion efficiency (PCE) surpassing 10% barrier,7 pushing the system closer to the
boundary of commercialization. Yet, further improvements would rely on a more
thorough examination and understanding of the aforementioned factors, for instance,
active layer morphology. It is well known that in typical bulk heterojunction (BHJ) OPVs
as shown in Figure 1.1(a),8 where a thin film (e.g. 100~200nm in thickness) consisting of
polymeric electron donor (e.g. rr-P3HT) and small molecule electron acceptor (e.g. [6,6]phenyl-C61-butyric-acid-methyl-ester (PCBM)) is solution processed, the morphology is
of critical importance to the charge separation, transport, collection processes and
therefore, the ultimate PCE.1–3 The exciton or the bound electron-hole pair has a limited
diffusion length of ~10nm, however, the dissociation of the bound-pair only occurs at the
donor-acceptor interface, where an energy level offset effectively pulls electron and hole
apart. Once dissociated, the positive and negative charge carriers need to be transported
to the respective electrodes through the donor and acceptor domains and subsequently,
collected by the electrodes to form a closed circuit. As a result, a desirable morphology
would require a phase separation with sufficient interfacial area, a length scale that is
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commensurate with the exciton diffusion length, and bicontinuous transporting pathways
for electrons and holes to reach respective electrodes. The degree of phase separation, the
miscibility of the two components and the distribution of the components within the
active layer profoundly influence the charge separation and transport; while,
microscopically, the crystal structure and orientation within the crystalline domain, the
degree of crystallinity, etc. play a crucial role in determining charge transport. It is worth
noting that all the above morphological parameters are, in general, closely related to the
processing conditions, such as the choice of casting solvent,9 annealing conditions10 and
the use of additives.11
Among numerous polymeric semiconductors, semi-crystalline rr-P3HT has stood
out as a prototypical p-type material owing to its ease of solution processing, good
stability, well-studied structural properties and good performance in organic field-effect
transistors (OFET) and OPV devices, therefore, providing an excellent model for the
study of charge transport, in particular, hole transport. The chemical structure of P3HT is
shown in Figure 1.1(b). Like all semi-crystalline polymers, rr-P3HT consists of an
ordered crystalline phase, with stacks of crystalline lamellae, and a disordered amorphous
phase, with non-crystallizable chains.12 On one hand, the degree of crystallinity in rrP3HT - a critical parameter that quantifies the relative amount of crystalline and
amorphous phases in the material - complicates the characteristics of the pathways
through which the holes travel within the active layer, since the crystalline phase serves
as transporting highways and the amorphous phase as charge traps.13 On the other hand,
within rr-P3HT crystalline phase, the different directions, namely, alkyl chain stacking
direction a, π-π stacking direction b and backbone direction c, are found to favor hole
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electrodes. Interestingly, it was reported that only the first two polymer molecular layers
at the semiconductor/insulator interface dominate the charge transport, underscoring the
significance of interfacial interaction and polymer chain orientation at the interface.22 In
stark contrast, in TOF measurement, a rather thick film (on the order of μm) of
semiconducting polymer is sandwiched in between two electrodes and the charge
carriers, holes in this case, are generated by a laser excitation and transported from top Al
electrode to bottom ITO electrode by an external electric field. Consequently, the
photocurrent response is recorded from which a characteristic transit time, τtr, is
determined and therefore, the charge carrier mobility can be calculated by Equation 1-1,
where L and V are film thickness and applied voltage, respectively. Noticeably, the holes
travel through the thick polymer film in the transverse direction, indicating that the
resulting mobility carries information about the “bulk” morphology of the polymer film.
Therefore, OFET mobility is particularly sensitive to the polymer morphology at the
buried interface, highlighting the importance of interfacial interactions;23 whereas the
TOF technique probes charge carrier transport in a bulk sense and is useful to elucidate
the intrinsic charge transport characteristics in semi-crystalline rr-P3HT.13,24
One of the most commonly used tools to characterize the microstructures of semicrystalline polymers, in the form of either bulk or thin film, is wide angle X-ray
diffraction (WAXD) which can be done in either transmission or grazing incidence
geometry, respectively.5,25 Complementary to real-space techniques such as transmission
electron microscopy (TEM), scanning force microscopy (SFM), etc., WAXD, as a
reciprocal space technique, yields important information concerning the crystalline phase
such as the crystal size and d-spacing, the degree of crystallinity as well as the crystal
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o
orientation.
Shown inn Figure 1.33 is a typiical geomettry of grazzing incidennce X-ray
d
diffraction
(
(GIXD)
meeasurement oon a thin film rr-P3HT
T sample annd the 2-D ddiffraction
2
p
pattern
alonng with thee illustrativve crystal oorientation.25
It is welll known thhat GIXD

p
provides
exxcellent statiistics for thiin film sampples with thhickness in nnanometer sscale, thus
s
serving
as a potent toool for charaacterizing thhe thin filmss used in O
OFET measuurement.23
T WAXD
The
D in the trannsmission geeometry, on the other hand, directlyy tracks the structural
c
changes
in a bulk polyymer samplee, allowing a good reppresentation of the channge in the
1
T
TOF
samplee due to its ““bulk” natuure as describbed above.13

Figure 1.2:: Configurattion comparrison betweeen (a) organnic field efffect transistor and (b)
F
T
Time-of-Fli
ight techniquue.
μ = L2/(τttr×V)
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Eq. 1-1

Figure 1.3: (a) Setup sschematics oof grazing incidence X
F
X-ray scatteriing with a 22-D image
25
p
plate;
(b) GIXD paatterns show
wing preferrential edgee-on (left) and face-oon (right)
o
orientations
s of rr-P3HT
T crystal lam
mellae with respect to thhe substratee. The insetss show the
s
schematics
of the correesponding orrientations oof crystal pllanes.15
1 Measurring the Deggree of Cryystallinity in
1.3
n rr-P3HT
From
m the morphhological peerspective, one of the m
most importtant structurral factors
f P3HT iss the degreee of crystalliinity, whichh is shown too have broaad and greatt influence
for
o the absorrption, extennt of miscibbility or phaase separatioon with n-tyype [6,6]-phenyl-C61on
b
butyric-acid
d-methyl-estter (PCBM)) in OPV acctive layer, and chargee transport pproperties,
t
thus
the uultimate devvice perforrmance. Deespite the material hhas been inntensively
r
researched
in the passt two decaades or soo, a generaal agreemennt on the ddegree of
c
crystallinity
y of P3HT hhas yet to bee reached, due
d in one part to the unnexpectedlyy observed
d
disordering
inside the crystals wiith highly anisotropic
a
packing arcchitecture,266,27 and in
a
another
parrt to the diffficulty in appropriately
a
y treating aand compariing the dataa obtained
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from various physical methods involving inherently different limitations and
assumptions.
Conventionally, the degree of crystallinity in a semi-crystalline polymer has been
experimentally determined by several physical methods including wide angle X-ray
diffraction (WAXD), density measurement, differential scanning calorimetry (DSC),
nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR), and infrared spectroscopy. It is noteworthy that, due
to the unique nature and assumptions involved, each approach has distinct advantages
and disadvantages which, in turn, normally lead to disparate values of the degree of
crystallinity for the same sample. For thin film samples which are directly relevant to the
optoelectronic devices, the multiple uncertainties originating from the presence of
surfaces and interfaces inevitably add complexity to the quantification, resulting in, rather
than absolute numbers, mostly indirect comparisons as measured by grazing-incidence Xray diffraction (GIXD) and optical absorption techniques.21,25 As far as GIXD is
concerned, it is suggested by Toney et al. that a pole figure must be obtained for an
accurate comparison of the relative degree of crystallinity, where the distribution of
crystallites having every possible orientation with respect to the underlying substrate
normal is well accounted for.25 On the other hand, the optical absorption coefficient of rrP3HT in the low photon energy region, which features the π-π* transition, is shown to be
proportional to the area under the X-ray diffraction peak, hence, the degree of
crystallinity.21,28,29 It is therefore proposed that the degree of crystallinity can be
conveniently compared in terms of the optical absorption. However, it can be deduced
that a quantitative determination of the degree of crystallinity in samples involving thin
films is hindered by multiple complexities.
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As for bulk samples, in most cases, the aforementioned physical measurements
are all suitable and the analytical methods are well documented.30 In a differential
scanning calorimetry (DSC) measurement, for instance, the mass fraction degree of
crystallinity for a semi-crystalline polymer is simply given by Equation 1-2, where ∆Hm
and ∆Hm∞ are the heat of fusion for the sample and a perfectly crystallized sample with
100% crystallinity, respectively. In actual practice, since it is not trivial to prepare a
polymer sample with a crystallinity of 100% due to the ubiquitous chain packing defects
during crystallization, the determination of ∆Hm∞ requires elaborative extrapolation with
oligomeric samples of known crystallinity.
xc =

ΔH m
∞
ΔH m

Eq. 1-2

Owing to the fact that ordered crystals have a higher density than the disorganized
amorphous region, a density-based method is readily developed which yields both the
volume and mass fractional degrees of crystallinity in the polymer sample by Equations
1-3 and 1-4, respectively. In the context of density method, knowledge of the density of a
completely crystalline material (ρc) and completely amorphous material (ρa) is necessary.
Typically, the ρc is calculated based on the knowledge of crystal unit cell parameters
while the ρa is either experimentally measured if a completely amorphous state can be
prepared upon rapid quench or calculated by extrapolation methods. It should be noted
that the validity of the density method relies on the assumptions that ρa is independent of
the size of the amorphous phase and its orientation as well as that no voids exist in the
specimen to be measured.

φc =

ρ − ρa
ρc − ρa
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Eq. 1-3

xc =

ρc
ρ

⎛ ρ − ρa
⎜⎜
⎝ ρc − ρa

⎞
⎟⎟
⎠

Eq. 1-4

Another widely used and well-established method is wide angle X-ray diffraction
(WAXD), which is most sensitive to the electron density difference present in the
crystalline and amorphous phases. In a WAXD measurement, the crystallites yield sharp
diffraction reflections and, instead, the amorphous materials give rise to diffuse halos,
and consequently, the degree of crystallinity can be determined by assessing the relative
contribution of each component in the measured intensity. However, the challenge is that
the contribution of X-ray absorption, incoherent scattering, etc. to the diffusive
background should be appropriately corrected and that a reliable boundary separating the
diffraction peaks and the underlying amorphous background should be drawn properly.
Ruland thoroughly demonstrated a proper treatment of the scattering background arising
from incoherent scattering, lattice imperfections, thermal vibrations and determined the
degree of crystallinity of polypropylene by WAXD.31 Concerning the boundary between
crystalline and amorphous phases in the diffraction, the amorphous halos from a fully
disordered sample could be taken to represent of the amorphous phase in the semicrystalline sample and therefore, provide assistance in the separation.
1.4 Correlating the Semi-Crystalline Morphology with the Hole Transport
Properties in rr-P3HT
1.4.1 Correlation Based on rr-P3HT OFET Devices
As stated in 1.2, achieving desirable orientations of polymer chains at the
dielectric interface is of critical importance for enhancing the hole transport along the
conduction channel in OFET devices. Taking rr-P3HT as an example, chains within the
nanocrystals mostly adopt three distinct orientations with respect to the underlying
9

substrate, namely edge-on, face-on and vertical, respectively.32 As suggested by both
experimental33–35 and theoretical results,14 the hole mobility exhibits highly anisotropic
characteristics along different axes in rr-P3HT with the polythiophene backbone direction
(c-axis) providing the most efficient pathways for intramolecular hole transport. Along ππ stacking direction (b-axis), the second most efficient route for holes, the intermolecular
hole transport between the adjacent chains is greatly promoted; while, due to the presence
of insulating alkyl chain along the edge-on direction (a-axis), the hole mobility is largely
limited. Based on the hole mobility measured in OFET devices comprising rr-P3HT films
with different regioregularities, Sirringhaus et al. reported a large hole mobility
anisotropy of more than 100-fold, which was attributed to the markedly different chain
orientations within the crystalline domains.15 In particular, the dominant edge-on
orientation was shown to result in the hole mobility as high as 0.1 cm2V-1s-1 owing to the
in-plane intermolecular π-π stacking which highly delocalizes the holes between adjacent
chains. Consequently, the chain orientation within the crystalline domain was proposed to
limit the charge transport properties. The charge transport anisotropy associated with the
rr-P3HT chain orientation is further supported by an investigation on the effect of surface
treatment on OFET performance by Kline et al. where the self-assembled monolayers
(SAMs) were varied from hexamethyldisilizane (HDMS) to octadecyltrichlorosilate
(OTS).23 Using X-ray diffraction rocking curves allows a direct examination of chain
orientation at the critical buried interface between rr-P3HT and the dielectric where the
flow of charge carriers occurs. Thus, a correlation between the hole mobility and rr-P3HT
crystal orientation is established where the 100-fold increase in hole mobility observed in
low and medium molecular weight rr-P3HT on OTS-treated silicon oxide substrate
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c
compared
too HDMS-trreated one iis attributedd to the highhly orientedd rr-P3HT crystals
c
at
t buried innterface witth preferenttial in-plane π-π stackinng and moree importantlly, the less
the
m
misoriented
d grain bounndaries betw
ween the ccrystal lameellae as schhematically shown in
F
Figure
1.4.

Figure 1.4:: (a) Effect of moleculaar weight annd surface trreatment onn the hole mobility
F
m
of
2
r
rr-P3HT
baased OFET;23
(b) Schem
matics illusttrating the ssmall moleccular weighht rr-P3HT
c
crystal
chaiin packing at the burieed interfacee with HDM
MS- and OT
TS-treated ssubstrates.
T crystals are more oriented onn OTS-treaated interfacce and havee better-aliggned grain
The
23
b
boundaries.
In aaddition to the chain ppacking andd orientatioons in semi-crystalline rr-P3HT,
m
morphologi
cal factors such as graain boundarries or the ddegree of crrystallinity,18,35 chain
c
conformatio
ons,36 coplaanarity and resulting electronic sttructures,16 presence off crossing
p
points
or tiee chains,14,333–35 are moost frequently discussedd and, hencce, are linkeed to both
i
intermolecu
ular/intergraanular and inntramolecullar/intragrannular hole trransport prooperties in
r
rr-P3HT.
A general unnderstandingg is that thee macroscoppic hole traansport propperties are
c
complicated
d by the seemi-crystalline nature of rr-P3HT
T as crystallline and aamorphous
p
phases
coexxist with finnite size, inddicating holles must traavel throughh both phasees and are
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limited differently depending on the material properties (e.g. molecular weights,
regioregularities, etc.) and the corresponding morphologies. To evaluate the contribution
from each phase in rr-P3HT, Pingel et al. measured the hole mobility of rr-P3HT with
different molecular weights at a local and macroscopic scale by PR-TRMC and OFET,
respectively.21 As shown in Figure 1.5, it is interesting to note that while the OFET hole
mobility increases with the molecular weight, the intra-granular hole mobility is weakly
dependent on the molecular weight of the material and remains on the order of 10-2 cm2v1 -1

s , suggesting that the variations in macroscopic hole transport that are commonly

reported with different rr-P3HT molecular weights are likely related to the amorphous
phase surrounding the crystalline phase. Following further temperature-dependent OFET
hole mobility and absorption measurements, it is concluded that the long tie chains
spanning neighboring crystalline domains in high molecular weight sample effectively
transport the holes by bypassing the amorphous phase and are responsible for the
enhanced hole mobility at high temperatures; whereas, the increasing amounts of
amorphous phase in the low molecular weight samples at elevated temperatures impose
greater barrier for intergranular hole transport and significantly limit the hole mobility.
Similar arguments based on the molecular weights are implied or reported in several
other studies as well.14,18,33,34
It is worth noting that, depending on the material properties (e.g. molecular
weights, polydispersity (PDI) and regioregularities) and measurement conditions (e.g.
temperature, etc.), the aforementioned morphological parameters, by influencing both the
intra- and inter-granular hole transport to various extents, are of direct consequence for
the ultimate macroscopic hole transport properties in rr-P3HT based OFET devices.
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Figure 1.5:: (a) Molecuular weightt dependencce of OFET (open sym
F
mbols) and P
PR-TRMC
21
(
(filled
symbbols) hole m
mobility of rrr-P3HT at rroom tempeerature. (bb) Schematicc showing
t crystalliine and amoorphous phaases in rr-P33HT where the intrachhain pathway for hole
the
t
transport
is along the bbackbones annd tie-chainns while thee interchain pathway aloong the ππ stacking ddirection.33

1
1.4.2
Correelation baseed on rr-P33HT TOF d
devices
The TOF technnique probees the hole transport iin a thick rrr-P3HT fillm with a
t
typical
thicckness in tthe microm
meter range,, thus provviding asseessment on transport
p
properties
iin the bulkk of materials where the influennce from thhe interfacee is likely
n
negligible.
Similar tto OFET studies, thhe effects of molecular weigght19 and
r
regioregular
rity20 of rrr-P3HT onn the TOF hole mobbility have been systeematically
i
investigated
d, where hoole mobility on the ordder of 10-4 ccm2V-1s-1 is commonlyy reported.
T smallerr value of hole
The
h
mobilitty in compaarison with that measuured by OFE
ET can be
a
attributed
too the distincct natures of
o the two teechniques aas describedd in 1.2. Inteerestingly,
c
contrary
to the findingss from OFE
ET results, thhe TOF holee mobility oof rr-P3HT was
w found
t decreasee by an orrder of maagnitude froom 10-4 cm
to
m2V-1s-1 to 10-5 cm2V-1s-1 with
i
increasing
m
molecular w
weight and the
t postulattion given w
was that thee possible tw
wisting of
t polymerr backbone hinders thee intra-chainn transport.19 In a studyy, by Mauerr et al., on
the
r
rr-P3HT
wiith differentt regioregullarities, sim
milar values of hole moobility weree reported
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w the higghly regioregular samplle (RR>98%
with
%) showing a hole mobility of 10-4 cm2V-1s-1
w
which
is an
a order oof magnitudde larger than
t
that oof a mediuum regioreggular one
((RR=94%).20 Howeverr, it should be noted thhat not onlyy do these ttwo sampless differ in
r
regioregular
rity, the disparity in moolecular weeights is alsoo non-negligible, thereby further
c
complicatin
ng the dataa interpretaation. As shown in Figure 1.66, the elecctric field
d
dependence
e of the holee mobility inn both sampples is ratheer weak; meeanwhile, altthough no
d
detailed
annalysis on temperaturee dependennce was givven, the hole
h
mobilitty clearly
i
increases
w
with increasing tempeerature for both sampples in thee temperatuure range
i
investigated
d from ~2033K to ~333K
K.
Com
mpared to OFET
O
studiees, a clear unnderstandinng of the correlation beetween the
b
bulk
semi--crystalline morphology of rr-P
P3HT andd the intriinsic hole transport
c
characteristi
ics measureed by TOF is still lackinng, especiallly at high teemperature rregions.

Figure 1.6:: Field and ttemperaturee dependencces of the hoole mobilityy in rr-P3HT
F
T with (a)
9
94%
regioreegularity annd (b) more tthan 98% reegioregulariity.20
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CHAPTER 2
ON THE STRUCTURE – HOLE TRANSPORT CORRELATIONS IN SEMICRYSTALLINE P3HT
2.1 Introduction
Electronic

and

optoelectronic

applications

of

polymer-based

organic

semiconductors, such as organic light-emitting diodes (OLED), organic field-effect
transistors (OFET), and organic photovoltaic devices (OPV), are currently approaching
the stage of maturing technologies.1,2 Most of these applications would benefit from the
development of new materials with improved charge carrier transport properties and
enhanced mobility. Among the numerous potential polymeric semiconductors, a
regioregular poly(3-hexylthiophene) has become the prototypical p-type material due to
its efficient performance in devices, an ease of processing and a good stability, advancing
the commercialization of OPV products (e.g. large area flexible solar panels).3–5 The
initial success has subsequently stimulated a significant amount of synthetic efforts that
have led to a widespread material availability in sufficient quantities, development of
various structural isomers, like materials with different regioregularities,4,6,7 and
polymers with a wide range of molecular weights.8–10
Like all semi-crystalline polymers, rr-P3HT consists of an ordered crystalline
phase, with closely packed conjugated chains, and a disordered amorphous phase.11–13
Due to the nature of rr-P3HT, with a polythiophene backbone and pendant alkyl sidechains, there is also a possibility that rr-P3HT may have a nematic, liquid crystalline-like
form, wherein the adjacent chains are oriented with respect to each other but there is no
registry between them.14 The crystalline phase consists of a monoclinic-type unit cells
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with two chains per cell (a=1.60nm, b=0.78nm, c=0.78nm and γ=86.5o) as proposed in a
recent rotation-tilt electron diffraction study.15 An amorphous phase, on the other hand,
has been modeled by a regiorandom P3HT.16
The differences in optical properties of rra-P3HT and rr-P3HT are assigned to a
delocalization of electron wave functions along the planarized backbones (intra-chain),
i.e. in the (001) direction, and along the π-π stacking (inter-chain), i.e. in the (020)
direction, in the latter material.17,18 Charge transport is more efficient along these
directions, as compared to the (100) direction where it is prohibited by the insulating
hexyl side chain. The larger mobility in materials with higher regioregularity, as shown
with OFET5 and time-of-flight techniques,19 emphasizes the role of a high degree of local
structural order for improving macroscopic charge transport properties. The preferential
alignment of the π-π stacking along the macroscopic charge transport direction imparts
an anisotropy into an otherwise random orientation of domains and leads to a further
increase in mobility.20 A recent study by Pingel et al.21 shows a thermally-activated hole
transport with similar activation energies for high molecular weight rr-P3dHT (Mn~27K)
on the local length scale inside the crystalline domains, and on the macroscopic length
scale, throughout the semi-crystalline material, measured by the pulse-radiolysis timeresolved microwave conductivity (PR-TRMC) and OFET measurements, respectively.
Unlike in the low molecular weight counterpart (7.2K), a better interconnection between
the ordered domains in the high molecular weight rr-P3dHT was argued to be responsible
for the enhanced charge transport at high temperatures. On the other hand, the amorphous
phase has also been argued to dictate the hole transport in rr-P3HT in several studies.9,10
In general, it is clear that the hole transport properties in rr-P3HT vary with molecular
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weight, regioregularity, temperature and more importantly, the morphology.4,9,10,21,22
Thus, it would be worthwhile to establish a detailed correlation between the micro- and
macroscopic structure in the semi-crystalline rr-P3HT and its hole transport properties, so
as to better understand the interplay between the crystalline and amorphous phases.
In this chapter, by using the temperature-resolved TOF and WAXD techniques,
we present a detailed investigation of the bulk rr-P3HT with a relatively high molecular
weight (Mn~23K) and regioregularity (>98%), and correlate its structural evolution with
the macroscopic hole transport at different temperatures. The transport-related structural
features in the crystalline and amorphous phases are probed individually, in the
regioregular and regiorandom P3HTs, respectively.
2.2 Experimental Section
2.2.1 Time-of-Flight Mobility Measurements
For TOF measurements, samples were prepared by a drop-casting method. A ~30
mg/ml solution of rr-P3HT (number-average molecular weight Mn~23k, PDI~2.0,
regioregularity >98%) in ortho-dichlorobenzne (o-DCB) was carefully dropped onto precleaned indium tin oxide (ITO) coated glass substrate (Thin Film Devices Inc.) on a flat
surface inside a N2-filled glove box. The slow evaporation of o-DCB resulted in a thick
film (~1.8μm) with a smooth surface and uniform thickness. It is noteworthy that the
well-controlled drop-cast process with uniform evaporation is important for sample
preparation, since gradient structures and surface roughness were usually observed when
the evaporation was non-uniform. The sample was kept in a vacuum oven overnight at
room temperature to remove the residual solvent. Finally, a semi-transparent Al electrode
(25nm thickness, 6mm2 area) was thermally deposited onto the film under high vacuum
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(2×10-6 mbar) using an evaporator in the glove box. The slow drying of a high-boiling
point o-DCB after drop-casting of rr-P3HT solution produces a smooth, thick film.
Unlike the spin-coated thin film, whose morphology is far removed from its equilibrium
state, the morphology of the slow-dried film is expected to be closer to the
thermodynamic equilibrium. All the TOF samples were thermally annealed at 210oC for
30min (as close to the melting point as the sample fabrication procedure permits in order
to maintain the geometrical film integrity).
The third harmonic of a pulsed Nd:YAG laser (Continuum Lasers, Surelite II)
was used for the photo-excitation of charge carriers at a 355 nm wavelength. Illumination
by 4-6 ns pulses through the Al electrode produced a gradient of excess carrier
concentration along the smallest film dimension due to a non-uniform light absorption at
this wavelength. In order to apply an external bias voltage (V), either a set of
electrochemical batteries or a power supply (Stanford Research Systems, PS3100) were
used in different voltage ranges. The sign of the applied bias determines if electrons or
holes move through the sample. In this study, the transport of holes is reported. The
intensity of the laser pulse was kept sufficiently low to avoid a distortion of the electric
field, due to a non-uniform distribution of photo-generated charge carriers. A Tektronix
TDS 3052C oscilloscope was used to record the photocurrent transients, using a 50 Ω
load resistor.
2.2.2 Temperature-Resolved Wide Angle X-ray Diffraction Measurements
For temperature-resolved WAXD measurements, a polymer powder was directly
melted in a hermetically-sealed differential scanning calorimeter (DSC) pan on a heating
stage inside a N2-filled glove box. Since the pan would be placed vertically in WAXD
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experiment, a sufficient amount of polymer was placed in the pan so that, during the
experiments, the x-ray beam penetrates through the same thickness of sample, even when
molten. After cooling to room temperature in the glove box, the pan was rapidly sealed
using a crimper. Subsequently, the pan was heated to 250oC in a DSC (TA instruments,
Q200-DSC) and held at that temperature for 10min to remove any thermal history, then
ramped down to 150oC at a rate of 10oC/min and finally annealed at 150oC for 30min to
induce ordering, prior to the WAXD measurement. Temperature-resolved WAXD
measurements were performed on Beamline 7.3.3 at the Advanced Light Source (ALS) at
the Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL). A transmission geometry was used.
The wavelength of the x-rays is 1.240Å and the diffracted photons were collected by a
two dimensional Pilatus 1M detector. A heating stage (Linkam) with a built-in sample
cell accommodating the DSC sample pan, was mounted into the beamline with a sampleto-detector distance of ~302.6 mm. The sample was heated at a rate of 10oC/min and then
kept at each temperature set-point for 5 min. Each measurement was done with 60s
exposure times. During the experiment, a N2 atmosphere was maintained by purging with
N2. Correction for geometry and polarization was carried out for the diffraction followed
by subtraction of background arising from the pan and parasitic scattering.
2.3 Results and Discussion
2.3.1 Hole Transport in rr-P3HT Measured by the TOF Technique
Shown in Figure 2.1 are the typical photocurrent transients measured in rr-P3HT
films at 20oC for different applied voltages. A clear shift of the transit time (τtr) to smaller
values can be seen as the applied voltage increases from 5V to 15V, indicating that the
passage of holes through the entire thickness of the film is accelerated with the higher
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e
electric
fieldds. The holee mobility iis determineed from Equuation 1-1, μ = L2/(τtr×V
V), where
L and V aree the film thiickness andd applied volltage, respecctively.

Figure 2.1:: Typical pphotocurrentt transients in rr-P3HT
F
T measuredd at 20oC foor various
a
applied
volttages. Transsit times are indicated bby the black arrows.

The temperaturre dependennces of the hole mobillity during the first coooling and
s
second
heatting cycles aare plotted in Figure 2.2. Basicallyy, the hole mobility inncreases as
t
temperature
e increases; however, above ~1500oC, the hoole mobilityy begins to decrease,
g
giving
rise tto a maximuum in both tthe heating aand coolingg ramps. Mooreover, the change of
h mobilitty, shown oon a semi-loggarithmic sccale in Figuure 2.2 (b), is linear in 11/T2 below
hole
120oC, as inndicated byy the linear ffit. This behhavior has been
b
successsfully reprooduced on
s
several
sam
mples. We nnote that thee temperatuure-resolvedd TOF measurements hhave been
p
previously
rreported forr rr-P3HT,19,23 howeveer neither a maximum in the mobiility nor a
n
negative
sloope of the temperaturre dependennce have beeen observeed, due to the lower
t
temperature
e range of thhose measurrements.
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Figure 2.2: Temperatuure dependennce of hole mobility in rr-P3HT onn heating (reed circles)
F
a coolingg (black squaares): (a) m
and
mobility vs T
T; (b) mobiliity vs 106/T2. The blue line is the
l
linear
fit.

The Gaussian D
Disorder Model
M
(GDM
M),24 whichh, on the basis of Moonte Carlo
s
simulations
, describes the charge carrier hoppping in a Gaussian
G
dennsity of staates with a
M
Miller-Abra
ahams-type rate, was uused to anallyze the datta. Within thhe framewoork of this
m
model,
an eempirical exxpression foor charge caarrier mobiliity (µ) is given by Equuation 2-1,
w
where
μ0 is the mobilitty prefactor,, σ/kT is thee energetic disorder (w
width of the density of
s
states)
norm
malized to thhermal energgy, Σ is the positional ddisorder, E is the applieed electric
f
field,
k is thhe Boltzmannn constant aand C is an empirical constant.
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μ (T , E ) = μ 0 expp[−(

2σ 2
σ
) ] exp{
e C[( ) 2 − Σ 2 ] E }
3kT
kT

Eq. 2-1

Equation 2-11, the logariithmic hole mobility deecreases lineearly with
Accoording to E
i
increasing
11/T2 which is in good aagreement with
w the data below 1200oC, shownn in Figure
2 (b). Thiis implies thhat the increease of holee mobility at
2.2
a lower tem
mperatures is
i due to a
t
thermal
acttivation of the elemenntary hoppinng events. The lineariity, howeveer, clearly
d
deviates
in the rangee of high ttemperaturees (above ~
~120oC), suuggesting a possible
s
structural
change withh increasingg temperaturre. Also, it is evident that the temperature
d
dependence
e of hole m
mobility is rreversible on
o heating and coolingg and, therrefore, not
r
related
to anny irreversiible structurral changes.. Furthermoore, the elecctric field deependence
o the hole mobility, shown in Figure
of
F
2.3, provides m
more insightt into the correlation
c
b
between
holle transport and potentiial structural change.

Figure 2.3:: Electric fieeld dependeence of holee mobility inn rr-P3HT aat fixed tem
F
mperatures:
( at 40oC (star), 80oC (circle) aand 120oC ((triangle); (bb) at 160oC (square) and
(a)
a 200oC
(
(diamond).
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For T<120oC (40oC and 80oC in Figure 2.3 (a)), the mobility initially increases
with increasing electric field, i.e. shows a positive slope in the range of small electric
fields, and then levels off; while for T>120oC (160oC and 200oC in Figure 2.3 (b)), the
mobility shows a continuous, linear decrease over the entire E1/2 range, giving rise to a
negative slope. Notably, the mobility measured at 200oC is smaller than that at 160oC
across the same E1/2 range, which is consistent with the decrease seen in its temperature
dependence. It is interesting to note that the temperature of 120oC, at which no significant
electric field dependence is seen, seems to be the point at which the change of the slope
occurs, which is in good agreement with the onset of the deviation observed in the
temperature dependence. The GDM was used to understand the sign reversal of the slope
in the electric field dependence of mobility. According to Equation 2-1, the slope is given
by the difference between (σ/kT)2 and Σ2 at fixed temperatures. Thus, the relative
magnitude of the energetic disorder parameter, a measure of the width of density of states
(DOS) normalized to the thermal energy, and the positional disorder parameter, a
measure of the inter-site separation and coupling, can be evaluated and related to the
difference in the hole mobility over different temperature ranges. In the recent work by
Mozer et al.,25,26 a negative field dependence was also observed, however, starting at a
much lower temperature of ~250K (~-23oC), above which, a negative electric field
dependence was maintained up to 310K (~37oC). This significantly differs from our
electric field dependence results which show a positive dependence up to 120oC.
Although there is no information provided regarding the rr-P3HT employed in their study,
this difference might be explained by the differences in the rr-P3HTs studied, which, in
turn, would also result in different energetic and positional disorder parameters. In short,
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the functional dependences of the hole mobility on the temperature and electric field
unambiguously suggest a structural change of rr-P3HT at high temperatures.
Consequently, the knowledge of structural changes, namely the changes in crystalline and
amorphous phases at different temperatures, is required to fully understand the charge
carrier transport properties.
Considering the semi-crystalline nature of rr-P3HT, it is not possible to examine
the crystalline and amorphous phases separately. To approach this problem, regiorandom
P3HT (rra-P3HT, Mn~22k, PDI~3.3, regioregularity~57.7%), which is amorphous19 and
chemically identical to rr-P3HT, has been introduced to model the amorphous phase
existing in rr-P3HT.16
2.3.2 Thermal Evolution of the Structure of rr-P3HTs Probed by WAXD
The temperature dependence of the (100) and (020) reflections in the rr-P3HT on
heating is shown in Figure 2.4. The changes in the peak intensities (Imax) and the full
widths at half maximum (FWHM) are also shown. As can be seen in Figure 2.4 (a), the
(100) spacing, characteristic of the distance between the ordered rr-P3HT backbones that
are separated by the alkyl side chains, shows a continuous increase with temperature over
the entire range from 30oC to 230oC. This expansion along the a direction was also
reported recently in a thin-film geometry.22,27–29 Considering a resemblance between the
hexyl side chain and linear polyethylene (PE), the expansion of rr-P3HT along the a
direction is somewhat unexpected, since the thermal expansion along the PE backbone is
negligible.30 According to the electron diffraction study by Brinkmann et al.,15 the hexyl
side chains of rr-P3HT are not interdigitated and are tilted with respect to the a,c plane.
Based on the temperature-resolved infrared spectroscopy measurements by Tashiro et
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aal.,14 the iniitial expanssion along thhe a directiion for T<120oC can be
b associatedd with the
c
conformatio
onal changees of the side chains, the gauche± conformaations in thee place of
p
planar
transs conformaation, at higgher temperatures.14,31 The C-C bond rotatiion would
r
result
in a cchange in the tilting anggle of hexyll side chainss and, thereffore, in an increase in
t separatioon distance between the backboness.
the

Figure 2.4: Thermal evolution oof d-spacingg (black sqquare), peakk full widthhs at half
F
m
maximum
((FWHM) (bblue circle)), peak inteensity (Imax) (red openn square) off different
c
crystal
plannes in rr-P3H
HT during hheating: (a)) (100) planne; (b) (020) plane. Tw
wo distinct
r
regions
have been dividded by the ddotted line.
A ccontinuous iincrease off the persisstence lengtth along thhe (100) diirection is
e
evidenced
bby the decrreasing FWH
HM of thiss reflection from 30oC to 120oC, while the
o
overall
ordeering is im
mproving ovver the sam
me temperatture range, as indicateed by the
i
increase
in the peak inntensity. Thhe persistennce length regarding thhe (100) paccking was
c
calculated
tto be ~35nnm by the Scherrer equation: L=
=0.9λ/(β×coosθ), wheree λ is the
w
wavelength
of the inciddent x-rays,, β is the FW
WHM (2θ), and θ is thee Bragg anggle. At the
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t
temperature
es above 1120oC, the persistencee length leevels off aand decreases when
a
approaching
g the meltting point. Meanwhilee, the peakk intensity starts to plummet,
i
indicating
eeither a reduuction in thee crystal paccking, whilee the total nnumber of crrystals per
u
unit
volum
me remains constant, or
o that the number off crystals pper unit voolume has
d
decreased
ddue to a therm
mal expansiion.

Figure 2.5: Thermal evolution oof d-spacingg (black sqquare), peakk full widthhs at half
F
m
maximum
((FWHM) (bblue circle)), peak inteensity (Imax) (red openn square) off different
c
crystal
planes in rr-P3H
HT during coooling: (a) ((100) plane;; (b) (020) pplane.
WHM in the ((020) reflecction, characcteristic of
The change of dd-spacing, Imax and FW
π stackingg, is shownn in Figure 2.4 (b). It iis interestinng to note thhat the (0200) spacing
π-π
i
initially
deccreases, thenn levels off from ~70oC to 110oC aand increasees monotoniically with
i
increasing
ttemperaturee prior to m
melting. Simiilar to the iinitial expannsion along the (100)
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direction, the change of tilting angle of hexyl side chain during heating is likely
responsible for the initial shrinkage along the π-π stacking direction as well. The
persistence length of the crystals along the π-π stacking direction shows an initial
increase, then, plateaus near ~70oC before reaching the melting point. The Scherrer
analysis yields a persistence length of ~10 nm along the π-π stacking direction. Finally,
the peak intensity, relevant to the ordering and crystallinity in the system, remains
relatively constant up to ~130oC followed by a decrease with increasing temperature as
the melting point is approached. This trend is similar to that seen in the (100) direction.
On cooling, almost identical d-spacing and similar changes in the FWHM and Imax were
found along both the (100) and (020) directions as shown in Figure 2.5, indicating a
reversibility of the structural change as a function of temperature.
Thus, the structural evolution of rr-P3HT on heating and cooling can be divided
into two temperature regions as shown by the dotted line in Figure 2.4. In Region I, from
30oC to ~120oC, there is an initial expansion along the (100) direction (~0.47Å) and a
shrinkage along the (020) direction (~0.01Å), due to a disordering process in the side
chain induced by the introduction of the gauche± conformation. The persistence length
and ordering in both directions are increasing. Subsequently, the π-π stacking distance
plateaus at ~3.74Å while the (100) spacing continues to expand (~0.34 Å). Meanwhile,
the ordering and persistence of (100) crystal planes continue to increase, whereas, those
of the (020) crystal planes remain relatively constant. The degree of crystallinity of the rrP3HT at 30oC was determined to be ~59%, suggesting a comparable mass fraction of
crystalline and amorphous phases. In Region II above 120oC, a loss in the ordering occurs
close to the melting point along both the (100) and (020) directions, resulting in a
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decrease of crystallinity. A detailed analysis of the degree of crystallinity as a function of
temperature is undergoing and will be summarized elsewhere. The linear thermal
expansion coefficients along the (100) and (020) directions are determined for T<120oC:
α(100) = 6.1×10-4 oC-1 and α(020) = -6.6×10-5 oC-1 (shrinkage); and for T>120oC: α(100) =
2.2×10-4 oC-1 and α(020) = 1.8×10-4 oC-1. Their similarity at higher temperatures to that of
an amorphous PE (1.7~2.7×10-4 oC-1)32 indicates a 3-dimensional thermal expansion of
disordered hexyl side chain. We suggest that there is a nematic-like liquid crystal phase
in Region II, based on the fact that the side chains are in the molten state while the
ordered packing of polythiophene backbones is preserved. Notably, larger expansion was
observed along both the (100) (~0.5Å) and (020) (~0.08Å) directions in comparison to
Region I. Interestingly, at ~120oC, where the Region II in structural data begins, the
turning point in TOF data is also seen. The hole transport along the polythiophene
backbone, i.e. (001) direction, the fastest propagation pathway, is not expected to change
significantly with increasing temperature due to the covalent bonding along the chain.
The (100) direction, along the insulating hexyl side chains between the backbones, has
limited influence on the hole transport as compared to the more favored π-π stacking
direction. Consequently, two mechanisms can be considered to account for the ratelimiting step in the hole mobility above 120oC: (i) the microscopic π-π stacking
expansion inside the crystalline phase which may decrease the hole mobility due to an
increase in the hopping distance or (ii) the macroscopic decrease in the crystallinity
which would require for holes to pass a greater distance in the amorphous phase. Since
the transition between the two regions of distinct structural behavior is rather broad, we
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t
took
a meltting point off PE as bouundary betw
ween them, aand relate the
t structuraal changes
w
within
each region to thhe respectivve behavior oof hole mobbility.
2
2.3.3
Therm
mal Evolutiion of the Structure
S
off rra-P3HT
Ts Probed b
by WAXD
In order
o
to moddel the amoorphous phaase in the rrr-P3HT, foollowing a ppreviously
p
published
appproach,16 w
we studied tthe structural propertiees of rra-P3H
HT. In conttrast to the
s
semi-crystal
lline rr-P3H
HT, only two broad hallos are seenn in the WA
AXD for rra--P3HT, as
s
shown
in Fiigure 2.6.

F
Figure
2.6: Wide anglee X-ray difffraction pattterns at 30oC
C: (a) rr-P3H
HT; (b) rra-P
P3HT.
was seen inn the temperrature dependence of
A veery interesting thermall behavior w
t I(q) vs. q profiles,, shown in Figure 2.7. From these data, it can be seenn that the
the
p
position
of tthe halo at qq~1.45Å-1, correspondi
c
ing to a spaccing of 4.344Å, shifts too a smaller
q with increeasing temperature; whhile the posittion of the hhalo at q~0..41Å-1, correesponding
t a spacinng of 15.3Å
to
Å, remains constant as
a the tempperature inccreases from
m 30oC to
2250oC. To understand the differeence in the thermal beehavior of these two halos, the
o
origins
of thhe halos muust be underrstood. For tthis purposee, a series off regioregullar poly(3a
alkylthiophe
ene)s (rr-P33AT) with different alkyl chain lengths, ranging from bbutyl side
c
chain
for P
P3BT to deecyl side chhain for P33DT, were brought abbove their rrespective
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m
melting
poinnts and theiir diffractionn patterns w
were measured. Two hallos were observed for
a the moltten P3ATs, representingg a commonn amorphouus state of P
all
P3ATs abovve Tm. The
d
d-spacings
oof the halos in each maaterial are tabbulated in T
Table 2.1.

Figure 2.7: I(q) vs q profiles shhowing chaange of twoo amorphouus halos in rra-P3HT
F
d
during
heatiing.

Tab
ble 2.1: D-sppacing com
mparison of amorphous
a
hhalos in diffferent P3AT
Ts.
1st Halo d-spaccing / Å

2nd Haloo d-spacing / Å

rr--P3BT

12.0

4.75

rr--P3HT

15.7

4.76

rr--P3OT

18.5

4.69

rr--P3DT

20.9

4.75

rra--P3HT

15.3

4.80

Notaably, the d-sspacings of the second halos are very similar (~4.7 Å), w
while those
o the first hhalos showeed a consisttent increase as the lenngth of side chains incrrease from
of
b
butyl
to deecyl. Conseequently, thhe first andd second haalos have been
b
assignned to the
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a
averaged
innter- and inntra-molecuular separattion distancces, respecttively. Scheematically
s
shown
in Fiigure 2.8, thhe temperatuure dependeent WAXD results of rrra-P3HT inddicate that
t intramollecular distaance increasses as a resuult of therm
the
mal expansioon; howeverr, although
t backbonnes becomee more twissted and disstorted at hhigher temperatures, thhe average
the
i
intermolecu
ular distancee between thhe neighborring backboones remainns unchangeed. Taking
t rra-P3H
the
HT as a moddel of amorpphous phase in the rr-P33HT, the coonstant interrmolecular
d
distance
inn the rra-P
P3HT impliies that thhe charge hopping diistance bettween the
n
neighboring
g chains in th
the amorphoous phase off rr-P3HT iss independennt of temperrature.

Figure 2.8: Molecular structure off rra-P3HT: (a) an overrview of twoo chains; (b)) localized
F
v
view
at 30oC; (c) locallized view aat 250oC. T
The dotted llines in (b) and (c) reppresent the
a
averaged
chhain axes. T
The intermollecular distaance is ~15.3Å, indepenndent of tem
mperature;
i
intramolecu
ular distancee increases ffrom ~4.34Å
Å to ~4.8Å as
a a result oof thermal exxpansion.

2
2.3.4
Discussions on th
he Structurre – Hole Transport C
Correlationss
T over a brooad temperatture range
The picture of hhole transpoort in the buulk rr-P3HT
c be unvveiled from the TOF rresults, in conjunctionn with the temperaturee-resolved
can
W
WAXD
datta. Below 1120oC (Regiion I), the logarithmicc hole mobiility changees linearly
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with 1/T2, showing a typical thermally-activated hopping which can be described by the
GDM. In the corresponding WAXD data, there is no significant change in the d-spacing
and crystal persistence length along π-π stacking direction, supporting the applicability of
GDM with the temperature-independent energy and positional disorder parameters. From
the electric field and temperature dependences of hole mobility below 120oC, the σ, Σ and
C were determined to be 116 meV, 3.3 and 7.9×10-4 (cm/V)1/2, respectively. An alternate
approach is to extract σ from the slope of logarithmic zero field mobility vs. 1/T2. The
values of Σ and C can be calculated from the slope of electric field dependence
(dlnμ/dE1/2), assuming that σ is constant at lower temperatures. Similar values of σ=124
meV, Σ=3.6 and C=7×10-4 (cm/V)1/2 were obtained. The positional disorder parameter Σ
agrees well with value of 3.3 reported by Mozer et al.;25 however, the energetic disorder
parameter σ is somewhat larger than the typical values previously reported for different
rr-P3HTs,19,23,25 suggesting that the difference in the materials might be responsible for
this disagreement. Indeed, σ and Σ in our calculations are very similar to the
representative values reported for disordered polymers,24 implying that the amorphous
phase surrounding the crystalline phase, hence, limits the charge carrier transport in
Region I. This is also supported by a comparison to the temperature dependence data for
rr-P3HT obtained from PR-TRMC, which probes the charge transport on a local length
scale inside a crystalline domain and, therefore, depends weakly on the molecular
weight.21 The slope derived from the hole mobility vs. 1/T2 in PR-TRMC21 is two orders
of magnitude smaller than that from our TOF data in Region I, indicating that the
energetic disorder is larger in the case of macroscopic hole transport, which is limited by
the amorphous phase in between the crystalline phases.
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Above 120oC (Region II), the increase in the distance between the hopping sites
along the π-π stacking direction in the liquid crystal phase and the increase of the
amorphous phase concentration occur simultaneously and both can contribute to the
decrease in the hole mobility at high temperatures. Assuming that (i) the hole mobility
inside the liquid crystal phase remains much larger than in the amorphous phase despite
the thermal expansion along the π-π stacking direction and taking into account that (ii)
there is no thermal inter-molecular expansion in the amorphous phase, the effect of
reduced crystallinity can be further rationalized – the holes travel longer distance in the
amorphous phase, resulting in a lower hole mobility. It is interesting to note that the
negative slope in temperature and electric field dependences of hole mobility have been
recently observed in a discotic liquid crystal mesophase of the triphenylene derivative.33
Though those data were interpreted in terms of a reduced electron transfer integral due to
the thermal activation of phonon modes, they can be described by the thermal expansion
along the π-π stacking direction in the columns equally well. This might indicate that the
two types of organic materials share the same charge transport mechanism in the
respective temperature ranges.
Here, we would like to note that our goal was to characterize the bulk structural
and charge transport properties of rr-P3HT and, therefore, the TOF and WAXD
techniques with “thick-film” and powder sample geometries, respectively, were selected.
Also, the sample fabrication procedures were optimized for the material morphology to
be as close to the thermodynamic equilibrium as possible in both cases. A complete
thermal reversibility of structural and charge transport data was used as an indication.
However, though we think that our choice of experimental techniques and optimized
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sample preparation conditions has led to that fact that the structural and charge carrier
transport properties were compared on the same physical length-scales and in the nearlyidentical experimental conditions, the sample geometries and preparation conditions were
different.
2.4 Conclusions
In this Chapter, the structural changes of rr-P3HT have been shown to influence
the intrinsic hole transport in the bulk rr-P3HT with changing temperature. A separate
examination of the amorphous phase in the rr-P3HT is assisted by the introduction of an
amorphous rra-P3HT in which a temperature-independent intermolecular distance was
observed. For T<120oC, no significant hole transport-related structural changes are found
and GDM is suitable to describe the hole transport. The temperature and electric field
dependences of the hole mobility yield the energetic disorder (σ~120meV) and the
positional disorder (Σ~3.33) parameters, suggesting that the amorphous phase in rr-P3HT
limits the hole transport. For T>120oC, the GDM with temperature-independent
parameters is no longer applicable and both the decreased crystallinity and π-π stacking
expansion occur simultaneously, either of which could lead to a decrease in the hole
mobility in rr-P3HT at high temperatures. The correlated, temperature-dependent studies
of structural properties and charge carrier transport mechanisms facilitate in
understanding the material functionality upon its incorporation into electronic and
optoelectronic devices. This not only allows gaining a better understanding of the
mechanisms of device operation at various temperatures but also serves as an efficient
tool for a further optimization of the material properties and device performance.
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CHAPTER 3
PROBING THE MULTI-SCALE ORDERING IN SEMI-CRYSTALLINE P3HT
3.1 Introduction
From a morphological perspective, one of the most important structural
parameters for P3HT is the degree of crystallinity, which influences the UV-Vis
absorption, the miscibility with n-type [6,6]-phenyl-C61-butyric-acid-methyl-ester
(PCBM) in the OPV active layer, charge transport properties and, therefore, the ultimate
device performance.1,2 Although the P3HT has been intensively researched, agreement on
the degree of crystallinity of P3HT simply does not exist, due to the disordered nature of
the crystals,3,4 possible order within the amorphous phase, the interpretation of the results
obtained with different techniques, and batch-to-batch variations in the polymers (for
example regioregularity and molecular weight distribution). For thin film samples, due to
the multiple uncertainties originating from the presence of surfaces and interfaces,
indirect comparisons, rather than absolute numbers, are frequently reported by techniques
including grazing-incidence x-ray diffraction (GIXD) and UV-Vis absorption.5–7 While
for bulk samples, WAXD,3 density measurements,8 DSC9,10 and NMR10–13 have been the
most commonly used methods to determine the degree of crystallinity in P3HT. Pascui
and co-workers, by discerning different conformational states of side chains belonging to
order and disordered phases in 13C solid-state NMR, concluded that the typical degrees of
crystallinity range from 37 to 64% for low molecular weight P3HTs (Mn 5.2K and 7.9K,
respectively).13 Along with DSC results, the maximum heat of fusion for 100%
crystalline rr-P3HT was estimated to be ∆Hm∞~37 J/g, which has come under significant
scrutiny subsequently. Nieuwendaal and co-workers suggested that, when the molecular
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weight of P3HT is high (Form I), the side chains in both ordered and disordered regions
appear to be highly dynamic and disordered, and, therefore, solid-state NMR could not be
used to assess the degree of order.11 These authors developed a spectral editing method in
an attempt to separate the ordered from disordered fractions in a T1ρ-filtered

13

C

CP/MAS NMR experiment, and determined that the degree of crystallinity was ~55% for
a slow-dried P3HT (Mn~65K), which included contributions from chain segments that
were locally ordered.11 Balko and co-workers, using a WAXD method originally
developed by Goppel,14 reported degrees of crystallinity of P3HT on the order of 70~80%
for a series of P3HTs having different molecular weights (ranging from 5K to 34K), and
arrived at a modified ∆Hm∞ of 33±3 J/g.3 The degree of crystallinity was determined by
evaluating the intensity at a specific scattering angle between the (100) and (200)
reflections, where the additional background arising from incoherent scattering and
diffuse scattering was neglected.3 More recently, Snyder and co-workers reported good
agreement between the DSC-derived and NMR-derived crystallinities and determined
∆Hm∞ of 49±2 J/g, calculated by extrapolating the measured heat of fusion of P3HTs with
different molecular weights to an infinite chain length.10
The degree of ordering in P3HT can be assessed by a variety of methods,
however, care must be taken to note that each method is unique and what defines order or
crystallinity depends, to some extent, on assumptions made in the analysis of the data.
For example, the degrees of crystallinity of linear polyethylene obtained from density
measurements are always found to be greater than those obtained by DSC. Manelkern
concluded that the disparity arises from the presence of quasi-ordered interfacial region,
which contributes to the density but is too weak to be counted in the measured heat of
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fusion.15 Similarly, the assignment of

13

C NMR peaks to crystalline chain segments is

based on the segmental conformations or regularity of packing, which does not require
long-range order as is required by WAXD.16 As a result, the degree of crystallinity
determined by NMR is usually greater than that determined by WAXD, owing to the
additional inclusion of the short-range order in the form of crystalline-amorphous
interphase, local rigid packing in the amorphous phase.17 These disparities in the degrees
of crystallinity reported for P3HT arises not only from the different methods used to
determine the degree of crystallinity but, also, from differences in the molecular weight
and molecular weight distributions of the polymers investigated and differences in the
regio-regularities of the polymers.
Consequently, we undertook a study on the evaluation of ordering of one P3HT
by a range of characterization methods. With WAXD, a very large q range was measured,
taking into account the incoherent scattering and scattering from the amorphous
component using a regio-random P3HT (rra-P3HT).18 With solid-state NMR, we adopted
Nieuwendaal’s approach11 and used a modified spectral editing method to interpret

13

C

solid-state NMR.
In this Chapter, we present a quantitative study on the determination of the degree
of crystallinity in bulk rr-P3HT by using a combination of WAXD, density measurements
and

13

C solid-state NMR. By comparing the results from these different methods, the

presence of an ordered amorphous component is evident, which is of significant
importance in determining the transport characteristics of the polymer.
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3 Experim
3.2
mental Secttion
3
3.2.1
Materrials and Saample Prep
parations
P3H
HT with diffferent moleccular characcteristics used in this sstudy are suummarized
i Table 3.11. P3HT witth Mn=34K
in
K (PDI=2.0, regioregulaarity ~93%)) was purchhased from
S
Sigma-Aldr
rich (catalog-698989) and Mn=223K (PDI=22.0, regioreegularity ~998%) was
p
provided
b Konarkaa Technologies. Regiooregular P33HT with Mn=13K (PDI=1.2,
by
r
regioregular
rity ~95%) was syntheesized usingg GRIM method
m
accoording to a published
pprocedure.199 The moleccular weighht of the polyymer was ccontrolled byy a ratio of thiophene
m
monomer
annd catalyst. Regiorandoom P3HT (M
Mn=22k, Mw
w=72k, PDI=3.3, regiooregularity
~
~57.7%)
waas purchasedd from Sigm
ma-Aldrich (catalog-510
(
0823).
Table 3.1:: Number-Average M
T
Molecular Weight
W
(M
Mn), Polydiispersity (P
PDI) and
R
Regioregula
arity of P3H
HTs Investiggated in Thiss Study

All materials were
w
used as
a receivedd. The moleecular weigght and PD
DI of each
m
material
weere measurred by a Polymer
P
Laaboratories PL-220 hiigh temperaature size
e
exclusion

chromatogrraphy

equuipped

witth

a

refrractive

inddex

detecttor

using

t
trichloroben
nzene as elluent and ppolystyrene as standardds. Based oon method described
p
previously,
the regioreegularity of each materrial was calcculated from
m 1H-NMR
R spectrum

a
acquired
byy a Bruker D
DPX-300 NM
MR spectroometer.20
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For WAXD, density and NMR measurements, samples were prepared in the same
manner with precisely-controlled thermal history. Powders of each material were sealed
in a hermetical differential scanning calorimeter (DSC) pan to ensure good thermal
conductivity, which was placed on a HSC302 heating stage constantly purged with N2
gas. Subsequently, the heating stage was programmed to hold at a temperature well above
the melting point of rr-P3HT, that is 260oC, for 1 hour to fully remove the thermal history
of the original powders, and then slowly ramp down to room temperature at a rate of
0.2oC/min. It is our experience that the extremely slow cooling process allows rr-P3HT to
fully order and yields reproducible samples, which is particularly crucial for density
measurements since any potential voids formed in the bulk during rapid cooling will be
detrimental to the accuracy of the measurements. Finally, the DSC pan was carefully
opened and the bulk polymer sample was taken out of the pan as a piece of chunk with
size comparable to the DSC pan.
3.2.2 Wide Angle X-ray Diffraction (WAXD) Measurements
WAXD measurements were performed on Beamline 7.3.3 at the Advanced Light
Source (ALS) at the Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL). A transmission
geometry was used. The wavelength of the x-rays is 1.240Å and the diffracted photons
were collected by a two dimensional Pilatus 1M detector. A home-made helium box
purged with He gas was used to reduce the unwanted air scattering and ensure clean
background. Extra background was further avoided by attaching the bulk samples onto
annular washers so that the bulk sample, without any additional container, is in the beam
path between the exit of X-rays and detector. The sample-to-detector distance was ~207
mm. Corrections for sample absorption, thickness, normalization and polarization were
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c
carried
out for the difffraction inttensities as explained iin Figure 3.1 and Equuation 3-1,
w
where
I1ef iis the intenssity of the ddirect beam after passinng empty field (i.e. no sample in
t beam paath) read byy a photodioode, I1 is thhe intensity of the direcct beam afteer passing
the
t sample read by a pphotodiode, EF2D is thhe diffractioon intensityy collected bby the 2D
the
d
detector
witth empty fieeld and Sa2D
D is the diff
ffraction inteensity of thee sample coollected by
t 2D deteector, t is thee sample thhickness. Ass shown in F
the
Figure 3.2, it
i is then followed by
r
rescaling
thhe corrected intensity too absolute sccale with thhe assistancee of measurring a prec
calibrated
gglassy carboon sample uunder the saame conditiion and obttaining the correction
f
factor
Cf as given in Eqquation 3-1..21

Figure 3.1:: Schematicc illustratingg the emptyy field withoout polymerr sample in the beam
F
p
path
(top) and
a samplee field withh polymer sample
s
in thhe beam paath. The em
mpty field
m
measuremen
nt is used too correct forr the samplee absorption and parasittic scatteringg.
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Figure 3.2: (a) Experim
F
mentally meeasured and backgroundd corrected scattering pprofile I(q)
v q for thee pre-calibraated glassy carbons sam
vs
mple in absoolute scale (red) and inn arbitrary
s
scale
(blue); (b) the corrrection facttor Cf is determined byy rescaling the
t arbitraryy intensity
p
profile
to m
match the abssolute intenssity profile.

Eq. 3-1
mple in cenntimeter waas determinned by Equuation 3-2,
The thickness of each sam
w
where
I0/I iss the transm
mission of thhe sample annd μ is the llinear absorp
rption coeffiicient. μ is
g
given
by muultiplying thhe linear abssorption coeefficient μ/ρρ by the dennsity of the ssample, ρ,
d
determined
from denssity gradiennt column m
measuremennts (see 3.22.3). For P33HT with
k
known
com
mposition (C
C10H14S), thee linear absorption coeefficient in uunits of cm2/g can be
c
calculated
bby Equationn 3-3, in w
which wi annd (μ/ρ)i aree the weighht fraction and mass
a
absorption
ccoefficient, respectivelyy, of elemennt i. For com
mmon elem
ments at speccific x-ray
s, (μ/ρ)i are provided inn the cited database.22
w
wavelength

Eq. 3-2
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Eq. 3-3
Subssequent to tthe conversiion of the eexperimental data to abbsolute scalee (electron
u
units),
the ssubtraction of backgrouund arising from incohherent scatteering was pperformed.
T incoherent scatterring of P3H
The
HT in electrron units was
w calculatted by Equuation 3-4,
w
where
Ni annd Ii are thhe number aand incoherrent scatterinng intensityy in electron units of
a
atom
I, resspectively, aand R is B
Breit-Dirac recoil factoor given byy Equation 3-5. The
i
incoherent
scattering profile of specific ellement is pprovided inn the literaature.23 In
E
Equation
3--5, h is Plannck’s constaant, m is thhe mass of the
t electronn, c is the vvelocity of
l
light,
λ is thhe wavelenggth of x-rayss, and θ is thhe scatteringg angle.

Eq. 3-4

Eq. 3-5

Figure 3.3:: (a) The inncoherent sccattering proofile of incooherent scatttering of P3HT
F
P
with
c
chemical
foormula of (C
C10H14S)n. T
The red curvve is a fit to the incoherrent scatterinng; (b) Iq2
v q plot forr incoherentt scattering intensity (reed), 34K rr--P3HT withhout the subttraction of
vs
i
incoherent
sscattering (bblack), and w
with the subbtraction of incoherent scattering. ((blue).
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The fitting of the incoherent scattering of P3HT and an exemplary subtraction of
the incoherent scattering from the experimental data are shown in Figure 3.3(a) and (b),
respectively.
3.2.3 Density Gradient Column Measurements
A saturated sodium chloride (NaCl) solution (ρ ~ 1.2 g/cm3) and deionized water
(ρ ~ 1.0 g/cm3) were used as the two miscible liquids with higher and lower density,
respectively. The linear gradient in a column (American Density Materials, Inc) was
established by a sequential mixing of saturated NaCl solution into deionized water and
was maintained at constant temperature of 25oC by water bath during the course of
measurement. Density floats of precisely known densities (American Density Materials,
Inc) were wet with water and then released into the column. As exemplarily shown in
Figure 3.4, a linear calibration curve of the gradient was obtained by plotting the densities
of floats against their positional readings in the column. Both rr- and rra-P3HT specimens
were thermally treated with the same slow cooling recipe as in the WAXD
measurements. Subsequently, a chunk of the polymer specimen was first wet with 5mM
sodium dodecyl sulfate (SDS) solution and carefully introduced into the column from the
top of the gradient so that no air bubbles were adhered to the sample. After the specimen
was stabilized in the column, the position was read and consequently the density of the
specimen was determined from the calibration curve. In general, four to five readings
were recorded and averaged for each measurement.
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Figure 3.4: Typical linnear calibrattion curve aat 25oC usedd for the dettermination of sample
F
d
densities
froom the posittional reading in the coolumn. The black squarre points aree from the
r
reading
of density floaats with precisely-known densitiees, showingg good lineaar density
g
gradient
in the
t column.. The red linne is a linearr fit with insset function.
33.2.3 13C Soolid-State N
Nuclear Maagnetic Resoonance Meeasurements
All NMR experiments w
were conduccted on a Bruker DS
SX300 specctrometer,
o
operating
att a 1H frequuency of 3000.12 MHz and

13

C freequency of 75.47 MHzz, in 4mm

C
CP/MAS
prrobes. The pulse sequuence was a 90° pulse ffollowed byy an optionaal 1H spin
l
lock
pulse bbefore CP annd high-pow
wer 1H decooupled 13C ddetection. Thhe chemicall shift was
e
externally
rreferenced by polydim
methylsiloxane peak aat 1.4 ppm
m.

For crrystallinity

d
determinatio
on, 7 ms off spin lock with
w a field strength off 60 kHz waas used. A R
RAMP-CP
s
scheme
waas used for cross polaarization, w
which has been shown to generatte a more
q
quantitative
e representattion of non--protonated carbons.24 T
The ramp siize was 5 kH
Hz and the
c
contact
timee was 3 ms.. The recyclle delay, decoupling fieeld, and spinnning speedd were 1.2
s 65 kHz annd 5 kHz, reespectively.
s,
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3.3 Results and Discussion
3.3.1 Crystallinity Determined by WAXD Approach
Detailed reviews of the theoretical foundation and mathematical derivation of
various WAXD-based approaches for the determination of the degree of crystallinity in
polymers have been published.3,14,18 The success of these treatments, in particular those
put forth by Ruland and Goppel, rely on an accurate assessment of the contributions to
the diffraction from incoherent scattering, Iinc(q), the crystalline component, Icr(q), and
the amorphous component, Iam(q), to the overall diffracted intensity I(q). Several
important issues must be addressed. Iinc(q), which contains no structural information must
be removed from the measured data before considering the coherent scattering from the
structure in the material. Since the Iinc(q) increases as a function of q, this procedure is
particularly important for high q data. The incoherent scattering for P3HT in electron
units can be calculated as described in 3.2.2. To subtract the calculated Iinc(q) from the
experimentally measured data, the measured diffraction intensity is converted to an
absolute scale. An effective means to describe Iam(q) for P3HT is critical. Quenching
from the melt has had little success, since P3HT crystallizes rapidly. Since the diffraction
contains reflections from the inter-thiophene chain and the inter-alkyl side chain
separation distances, which have different thermal expansion coefficients, extrapolation
of melt data to room temperature, for example, cannot be done without making numerous
assumptions. Also, a thorough subtraction of the background arising from the heating
compartment (i.e. aluminum pan) is not practically straightforward.25 Therefore, we
assumed that Iam(q) was described by the scattering from rra-P3HT. While this route
assumes the chain configuration and packing density of the rra-P3HT is identical to
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a
amorphous
l
confoormational
rr-P3HT, which mayy not be correct duue to the local
d
differences
between rraa-P3HT andd rr-P3HT, it is the rouute where tthe fewest nnumber of
a
assumptions
s are made and where the least am
mount of m
manipulationn of the expperimental
d is requiired.
data
Disoorder is com
mmon in poolymer crystals, whereein the devviations of tthe lattice
a
atoms
from
m their equillibrium possitions lead to a loss oof intensity from the ccrystalline
pphase.18 Coonsequently,, in additionn to the inttensity undeer the sharpp Bragg peeaks, Icr(q)
i
includes
a ssecond com
mponent, nam
mely the diiffuse scatteering, whichh may overllap Iam(q).
T
This
disordering withinn the crystaalline phase is caused bby thermal vibrations aand lattice
i
imperfection
ns, and wiill lead to an underesstimation of degree of crystallinnity if not
p
properly
takken into acccount. The ddegree of crrystallinity ccan be calcuulated from
m Equation
3 with thee introductioon of a correection factor for the dissorder in thee crystallinee phase, K,
3-6
w
which
is deefined in Eqquation 3-7,, where q iss the scatterring vector, I(q) is the measured
c
coherent
scaattering, f iss the weighhted mean sqquare atomiic form facttor of the polymer, ek
kq2/4π2

is an isotropic Debye-Wall
D
ler factor deescribing thhe effect off thermal motion
m
and

l
lattice
impeerfection.

Eq. 3-6

Eq. 3-7
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Three semi-crystalline rr-P3HT samples with number-average molecular weights
of 13K, 23K and 34K, and a rra-P3HT sample were used in this study. The characteristics
of the polymers are shown in Table 3.1.
All samples were subject to the same thermal history prior to each WAXD
measurement, namely cooling from 260oC to room temperature at a rate of 0.2oC/min.
This slow cooling process maximizes the degree of ordering within the semi-crystalline
samples. For each measurement, the resulting diffraction intensity was normalized and
corrected for polarization, absorption, sample thickness and parasitic scattering, followed
by conversion to absolute units using a pre-calibrated glassy carbon sample.21
Subsequently, the calculated incoherent scattering of P3HT was subtracted from the
experimental data on an absolute unit scale. (see 3.2.2) The diffraction intensity I(q) in
electron units for all the samples is plotted against q in Figure 3.5 over a scattering vector
range from ~0.2 Å-1 to ~3.8 Å-1.
Sharp reflections indicative of semi-crystalline order were evident in all
regioregular samples with the smallest molecular weight sample exhibiting more small
crystalline peaks.9 It is interesting to note that an additional peak located at q~2.68 Å-1 is
present in all the regioregular samples, which can be important for the determination of
crystallinity. Most diffraction profiles reported to date do not report this reflection due to
the limited q range measured. In contrast to the multiple sharp Bragg reflections seen in
the semi-crystalline sample, the rra-P3HT sample yielded three broad amorphous halos
corresponding to d-spacings of 15.7Å, 4.3Å and 2Å, which are attributed to the averaged
separation distance between thiophene backbones, the average separation distance
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b
between
adjjacent alky chains, and thiophene rring separattion distancee along the bbackbone,
rrespectivelyy.25,26

Figure 3.5:: I(q) vs q pplot for 34K
F
K (black), 23K (red) annd 13K (bluue) rr-P3HT
Ts and rraP
P3HT
(pinkk) measuredd by WAXD
D. The diffraaction intennsity is norm
malized andd corrected
f polarizaation, absorpption, samplle thicknesss and parasiitic scatterinng, followedd by being
for
r
rescaled
to absolute
a
uniits with the assistance oof a pre-caliibrated glasssy carbon saample.
The overall shaapes and loccations of tthe three am
morphous haalos match well with
t intense Bragg
the
B
peaks in the sem
mi-crystalline samples, ssuggesting tthat rra-P3H
HT may be
a good repreesentation oof the amorpphous phasee in rr-P3HT
T. It is demoonstrated inn 2.3.3 that
r
rra-P3HT,
w
which is chhemically similar to itts regioreguular counterrpart, appeaared to be
a
amorphous
in WAXD, and, hencee, can be ussed to represent the am
morphous phhase in the
r
regioregular
r semi-crysttalline sampple. Indeed, as shown iin Figure 3.6, similar aamorphous
h
halo
featurees are obserrved for rr-P
P3HT and rrra-P3HT att 250oC, whhich is well above the
m
melting
poinnt of rr-P3H
HT.
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Figure 3.6:: I(q) vs q pprofiles at 250oC for rr--P3HT (blacck), rra-P3H
F
HT (red) andd rescaled
r
rr-P3HT
(bllue); and wiide angle diiffraction paatterns of am
morphous hhalos at 250oC for: (a)
r
rr-P3HT;
(bb) rra-P3HT.
Afteer rescaling the diffracttion intensitty of rr-P3H
HT, the diffr
fraction proffile of rraP
P3HT
is seeen to overlapp with the rrr-P3HT difffraction oveer a broad q range, indiccating that
r
rra-P3HT
iss, in fact, a good approoximation foor the amorrphous rr-P33HT and thaat Irra(q) ~
Iam(q) at rooom temperaature. To faacilitate the assessmentt of respectiive contribuution from
2
Icr(q) and Iam
m
thhe overlap
m(q), to the overall difffraction, Irra((q)*q was rrescaled to maximize

w the I(qq)*q2 of rr-P
with
P3HT and pplotted togeether with thhe rr-P3HT
T sample as shown in
F
Figure
3.7. As can bbe seen thee diffractionn from rraa-P3HT smooothly interrsects the
c
continuousl
y varying ccurvature off the rr-P3H
HT sample and
a the threee amorphouus halos of
r
rra-P3HT
prrovide a goood approxim
mation of Iam
uation 3-6, iss given by
m(q). The Icr
c (q), in Equ
t differennce betweenn the rescaleed Irra(q) annd I(q), show
the
wn as the sshaded area in Figure
3
3.7.
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Figure 3.7:: I(q)*q2 vs q plot for 334K P3HT (black) andd rescaled rrra-P3HT (reed) over a
F
l
large
q rangge.
The large expperimental q range m
measured caaptures all the featurees of the
d
diffraction
ffrom rr-P3H
HT and, therrefore, the ddegree of crrystallinity ccan be meassured with
r
reasonable
aaccuracy byy the integraals in Equatiion 3-6.
Folloowing the Ruland’s m
method, the degree of crystallinitty was calcculated by
E
Equation
3--6 with the parameter
p
k (in the term
m of disordeer correctionn factor K) and
a upperl
limit
of the intergral, q2, being variied, while thhe lower-lim
mit q1 beingg fixed. Rulaand argues
t the deggree of crysttallinity of thhe sample sshould be independent oof the choice of q2 for
that
a given k.18 Consequeently, the best value of
o crystallinity and thee k parametter can be
d
determined
simultaneoously by cchoosing thhe data seet where thhe variatioon of the
c
crystallinity
y is the leastt as q rangee varies. Forr example, iin Table 3.22 for the 34K
K sample,
w
when
k =66, the standdard deviatiion of the calculated degrees off crystalliniity across
d
different
q rranges is thhe smallest aand, therefoore, the meaan value of 44% was determined
d
f this sam
for
mple.
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Table 3.2: The Degreee of Crystalllinity and itts Standard Deviation oof the 34K Sample
T
S
as
t k Value is Varied F
the
From 0 to 7 and the Uppper-Limit oof the Interggral q2 is Vaaried From
1 to 3.78Å-11.

The degrees of crystallinityy for the thrree regioreggular samplees are summ
marized in
T
Table
3.3 toogether withh the respecttive k valuees, from whiich the averrage root meean square
d
displacemen
nts of atom
ms, <μ2>0.5, from their positions inn a crystallline lattice were also
c
calculated
bby the follow
wing expression: k=4/3×π2×<μ2>.27
Table 3.3: The Degreee of Crystaallinity Dettermined byy WAXD M
T
Method, thee Disorder
P
Parameter
k (Equationn 3-6), the A
Average Rooot Mean Square
S
Dispplacements of Atoms
< 2>0.5 for D
<μ
Different Reegioregular P3HTs.

The absolute ddegree of crrystallinity is found too decrease as molecullar weight
i
increases:
556% for thee 13K sam
mple, 49% for
f the 23K
K sample annd 47% forr the 34K
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sample. This overall trend is consistent with previous results: the 13K sample
(determined by SEC), below the chain folding onset, forms extended chain crystal
featuring highly crystalline lamellae;3,10,28 while for the 34K sample, both chain folding,
broader PDI and lower regioregularity can lead to the observed reduction in the degree of
crystallinity.29 We note that the highest degree of crystallinity of 56% in the 13K sample
is considerably smaller than 70~80% reported by Balko et al.,3 suggesting that the
absolute value is highly dependent on the material properties such as PDI, regioregularity
and molecular weight.3,29
The disorder parameter k is found to be in the range of 4~6 for the three different
samples, which corresponds to <μ2>0.5 range of 0.55~0.68Å. In addition, the most
pronounced disordering effect (k=6) or the displacements of atoms in the crystal lattice
(<μ2>0.5=0.68Å) was found in the 34K sample with the highest molecular weight. Given
that the materials also differ in PDI and regioregularities, both the low regioregularity of
93% and high molecular weight of 34K may contribute to the disorder within crystals by
having T-T regio-defects incorporated in the lattice and large kinetic constraints during
crystallization, respectively.29 It is interesting to note that an increase of the disorder in
the crystalline packing has been directly observed by Brinkamann et al. in high molecular
weight P3HT (Mw>18.8K) by high-resolution TEM,4 the origin of which was attributed
to the stress on chain packing induced by chain folding. This is in agreement with the
increasing trend of k with molecular weight in our WAXD analysis but we do not have
direct evidence of chain folding. Furthermore, the determined k value is larger in
comparison with that found for polythiophene (PT, k=3Å2),27 but, smaller than 7~15Å2
which was derived by Balko et al. on a series of P3HT with different molecular weights.3
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The hexyl side chains attached to the polythiophene backbones are found to be highly
dynamic by solid-state NMR, as evidenced by 13C T1 relaxation times. This is, more than
likely, responsible for the disorder difference seen between PT and P3HT. Considering
the difference in the molecular characteristics between our materials and the ones used in
the study of Balko et al., we assigned the low k parameters in our materials to the slowcooling thermal history, which is expected to lead to more perfect crystals with a higher
degree of crystallinity.
3.3.2 Crystallinity Determined by Density Approach
Another commonly employed physical method to determine the degree of
crystallinity is mass density, which yields either volume fraction (ϕc) or mass fraction (xc)
of crystallinity as given by Equations 1-3 and 1-4, where ρ, ρc and ρa are the densities of
semi-crystalline,

completely

crystalline

and

completely

amorphous

rr-P3HT,

respectively.
As seen, independent knowledge of the densities of completely crystalline, ρc, and
completely amorphous, ρa, are necessary to determine ϕc and xc. Using the structural
information from the unit cell determined by electron diffraction,30 the density of a 100%
crystalline rr-P3HT is calculated to be ~1.132 g/cm3. Due to the rapid kinetics of
crystallization of rr-P3HT, we were not able to prepare a rr-P3HT sample that is fully
amorphous. Instead, rra-P3HT, was used to approximate the amorphous form of rr-P3HT.
A density gradient column was used to measure the densities of rr- and rra-P3HT
specimens having the same thermal history as the WAXD samples. The densities of rraand rr-P3HTs were determined and are tabulated in Table 3.4.
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As eexpected, thhe mass density of thee rra-P3HT, 1.090±0.0001 g/cm3, is smaller
t
than
all threee regioreguular samplees, due to thhe lack of long-range 33-D orderedd packing.
H
However,
L and co--workers haave recentlyy reported the densityy of rra-P3H
Lee
HT, 1.111
gg/cm3, meaasured by ggas pycnom
metry,8 whiich is signiificantly larrger than aall of our
r
regioregular
r and regiorrandom sam
mples. The oorigin of thee discrepanncy is not unnderstood.
A
Assuming
tthat the dennsity of rra-P
P3HT is eqqual to ρa, thhe degrees of crystallinnity of rrP
P3HT
with different m
molecular weeights were calculated using Equaation 1-4 andd given in
T
Table
3.4. N
Note that thee density-deerived crystaallinity resuults are conssiderably sm
maller than
t
those
deterrmined by WAXD. T
This discrepancy, at least in paart, stems from the
that the deensity of rraa-P3HT is eequal to thaat of the am
a
assumption
morphous phhase in rrP
P3HT.
Evenn though thee diffractionn of rra-P3H
HT only givves rise to diffuse
d
haloss, the high
d
density
of 11.09 g/cm3 ssuggests thaat the packinng of the chhain segmennts may not be totally
d
disordered.
This raisees the quesstion as to whether thhe rra-P3H
HT, which shows no
e
evidence
off ordering in
i DSC, WA
AXD and UV-Vis
U
meaasurements,, is truly am
morphous.
T issue w
The
will be disccussed in 3.3.3.
3
Nevertheless, thhe density results
r
show
w that the
d
degree
of crrystallinity decreases aas the moleccular weighht of the sam
mple increasses, which
i in qualitaative agreem
is
ment with thee WAXD reesults.
Table 3.4: T
The Mass Densities
D
of rr-P3HTs annd rra-P3HT
T Measuredd by Densityy Gradient
Column and the Corressponding Degree of Cryystallinity aas Calculated from Equation 1-4.
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3
3.3.3
Crystallinity Dettermined by 13C Solid-State NMR
R Approach
AXD is sennsitive to tthe long-rannge order ppresent in the semiIn ggeneral, WA
c
crystalline
ppolymers, w
while solid-sstate NMR iis sensitive to semi-cryystalline ordering on a
s
short-range
scale. The N
NMR technnique usuallyy differentiaates phase sstructures inn polymers
o the bassis of chaiin conform
on
mations, loccal packingg arrangements, and molecular
d
dynamics,
ooften quantittatively. Coonsequently,, NMR can bbe used to determine
d
thhe fraction
o chain seegments thaat are orderred within a crystallinne, orderedd, but surroounded by
of
d
disordered
ssegments, or fully disorrdered.
The degree of ccrystallinityy of rr-P3HT can be ddetermined bby the solidd-state
N
NMR
technnique. Figurre 3.8 show
ws the CP/M
MAS

13

13

C

C NM
MR spectruum of rr-P3H
HT in the

s
solid
state aand single-ppulse, 1H deecoupled 13C spectrum of the samee sample dissolved in
C
CDCl
bons labeledd C1 to C6 are from the hexyl sidee chain whille those labeeled C7 to
3. Carb
C are from
C10
m the thiophhene ring.

Figure 3.8:: CP/MAS 13C NMR sspectrum off 34K rr-P33HT in the solid state (red) and
F
s
single-pulse
e, 1H decouupled 13C sppectrum of tthe same saample dissoolved in CD
DCl3(blue).
T carbonss are labeledd on the speectrum accorrding to the inset schem
The
matic.
In thhe CP/MAS
S spectrum, the group oof peaks bettween 120 aand 144 ppm
m includes
f
four
sharp ppeaks ridingg on top of a broad shooulder. Thee sharp peakks are assignned to the
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four thiophene carbons in the crystalline state, and the broad shoulder to those in the
amorphous or disordered state. Comparing the solid- and solution-state spectra, Figure
3.8 shows large up-field shifts for C7 and C8 in the crystalline state, which are due to the
magnetic field generated by ring current in the neighboring thiophene rings as a result of
π−π stacking, termed aggregation shifts or nucleus-independent chemical shifts
(NICS).12,31,32 For the samples with higher regioregularity or crystallized with conditions
favoring higher crystallinity (such as slow cooling from the melt), the four peaks are
taller and the broad background is relatively lower, further confirming the assignment of
the sharp peaks and the broad background to crystalline and amorphous region,
respectively. We note that the resonance peaks of C9 and C10 only exhibit small
aggregation shifts. While aggregation shift of the only proton on the thiophene ring has
been used to calculate crystallinity and studied for the geometry of stacking,12

13

C

aggregation shifts have received little attention.
Nieuwendaal et al. reported that the signals from ordered domains exhibit longer
T1ρ than those from the disordered region, which allows a spectral editing method to
quantify crystallinity.11 We confirm similar findings, and employ the same 7-ms spinlock filter that results in different extent of T1ρ relaxation for the crystalline and
amorphous signals. We developed the following spectral editing method:
1. Accurately calibrate peak position for both the spectra with (A in Figure 3.9) and
without (B in Figure 3.9) T1ρ filter, which would minimize the extent of
dispersiveness on the difference spectrum. We found that even experiments
conducted back to back can have 1-3 Hz shift, which for high-crystallinity
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sampples is enouugh to geneerate quite sizable disppersive signnal on the difference
specctrum.
2. Subttract spectrrum B from
m spectrum A, with thhe former scaled suchh that the
diffeerence form
ms a pattern that is free of crystalliine signals. The differeence is the
amoorphous patttern (C in Fiigure 3.9).
3. Subttract C from
m A, with the former scaled succh that its average
a
heigght at the
shouulder betweeen 138 and 139.5 pppm is the ssame as that in the laatter. The
diffeerence specttrum is the ppure crystalline pattern (D in Figurre 3.9).
4. The area ratio D
D/A yields thhe degree of crystalliniity.
W
We find thhat this metthod minim
mizes the diispersivenesss of the aamorphous
signal shape when subtractingg two sets oof tall and sharp
s
peakss, thus invoolving less
wendaal et al.
a 11
subjectivvity comparred to what was reporteed by Nieuw

Figure 3.9:: (A): CP (R
F
Red); (B): C
CP with 7m
ms spin lock (blue); (C): differencee of A and
B with B scaled accoording to sstep 2 in thhe spectral editing proocedure (greeen). (D):
B,
D
Difference
oof A and C, with C scaled accordinng to step 3 in the specttral editing procedure
(
(purple).
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The results for the three ssemi-crystallline rr-P3H
HT samples with identical slowc
cooling
therrmal historyy are summaarized in Taable 3.5, aloong with thee WAXD annd density
r
results
in thhe same table.
Table 3.5: The Degreees of Crysstallinity Determined By
T
B Densityy, Wide-Anngle X-ray
D
Diffraction
and Solid-S
State 13C NM
MR methodss.

In ggood qualitaative agreem
ment with W
WAXD andd density rresults, the degree of
c
crystallinity
y decreases with increaasing moleccular weightt, possibly ddue to the bbroad PDI
a multiplle kinetic constraints
and
c
(i.e. chain folding, chhain entangllements) inn the high
m
molecular
w
weight mateerials duringg crystallizattion.29 It is interesting tto note that the NMR
d
degree
of crrystallinity iis consistenntly ~10% greater
g
than those determ
mined by W
WAXD for
a three maaterials, whhich we attrribute to a llocal short-rrange orderred region w
all
within the
a
amorphous
phase.
u
tthe high dennsity of rra-P
P3HT, 13C N
NMR spectrra were acquuired both
To understand
i the solidd- and soluttion state annd the peakk arising from C8 is sspecifically shown in
in
F
Figure
3.10.
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Figure 3.100: CP/MAS 13C NMR spectrum
F
s
off rra-P3HT in the solid state
s
(top) aand single1
113
p
pulse,
H ddecoupled C spectruum of the ssame samplle dissolvedd in CDCl3(bottom).
D
Dotted
liness are the aveeraged chem
mical shifts.
Sincce the chainn segments in rra-P3H
HT may conntain four possible regiioisomers,
e
each
carbonn on the thhiophene riing experiences a variety of cheemical enviironments,
r
resulting
in multiple chhemical shiffts. Thereforre, a DEPT (Distortionnless Enhanccement by
P
Polarization
n Transfer) technique was used to
t suppresss the signalls from unpprotonated
c
carbons
forr the solutioon-state P3H
HT and shoow only thee four peakss associatedd with the
p
protonated
C8. The ssolid-state N
NMR specttrum of rraa-P3HT forr the thiophhene ring
c
carbons
is aalso quite complex, so a short CP
P time of 600 μs was appplied to supppress the
n
non-protona
ated 13C peaaks. Figure 3.10 shows that the solid-state C88 peak (at 1226.5 ppm)
s
shifts
up-fieeld by ca. 2 ppm comppared to the regioregulaar (HT) triad (at 128.6 ppm) and
b 0.7 ppm
by
m compared to the centeer-of-mass aaverage peaak position in the liquid state (at
127.2 ppm). This shift most likelyy can be attributed to ann aggregatioon shift due to a weak
o
order.
This would sugggest that the rra-P3HT cchains in thee solid state are not paccked in the
s
same
way aas they are in a truly amorphous
a
state in thee solution. C
Consideringg the high
d
density
of the
t rra-P3HT
T, it is specculated that ordered paacking at loccal scale exxists in the
r
rra-P3HT,
w
which is verry likely invvisible and ““amorphous” to WAXD
D measurem
ments. Two
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factors could contribute to this partial ordering. First, the rra-P3HT sample is not
completely random, which can be seen from the solution-state NMR spectrum in Figure
3.10 in which the regioregular triad at 128.6 ppm is the tallest peak. Second, even in a
regiorandom sample, there may exist longer regioregular segments that can self-assemble
and give rise to short-range order. The signatures of local ordering in rra-P3HT were also
found in our recent photophysical characterizations of rra-P3HT thin films. (data not
shown)
It is to be noted that CP is fundamentally not a quantitative NMR technique.
Fortunately, several structural aspects of P3HT make CP a reasonably quantitative
method for crystallinity determination: (1) the molecular dynamics in both crystalline and
amorphous phases are very similar, as evidenced by a 1H wideline spectrum that can be
fitted by a single-component Gaussian with high fidelity (adjusted R2= 0.999). The
spectrum has a full-width-at-half-maximum (FWHM) of 33 kHz, indicating efficient
cross polarization for both phases. (2) The
component, and all of their

13

13

C MAS side chain peak shapes are single

C T1 relaxation curves are single-exponential, further

suggesting very similar molecular dynamics in both phases. (3) The T1ρ of both
crystalline and amorphous phases are relatively long (approximately 15 ms and 5 ms,
respectively). During the 3-ms contact time, most of the non-protonated signals are
excited while the amorphous signals suffer minimal loss due to T1ρ relaxation (most of
the excited amorphous signals are generated during the latter part of the contact time).
This makes the CP experiments a semi-quantitative experiment for P3HT.
At spinning speed of 5 kHz, signals in the spinning sidebands represent ca. 20%
of the total area, so the contribution of spinning sidebands must be considered. We find
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that the amorphous-to-crystalline signal intensity ratio in the first-order spinning
sidebands are roughly the same as that in the centerband. This means that the chemical
shift anisotropy for crystalline and amorphous signals is about the same, which suggests
that we can only perform spectral editing only on the centerband in the crystallinity
calculation.
3.3.4 Ramifications of the Results From Different Techniques
Although the decrease in the degree of crystallinity with increasing molecular
weight reported here is seen for all the WAXD, density, NMR and DSC measurements,
an unambiguous explanation is not readily available since the materials differ not only in
molecular weights but also in regioregularity and PDI. It is of most importance to
compare the results from exactly the same material to gain insight into the morphology.
In comparison with WAXD and NMR results, density method tends to underestimate the
amount of ordering, which is possibly linked to the existence of short-range ordered
packing in rra-P3HT resulting in a higher mass density than that of a fully amorphous
P3HT; whereas the WAXD, after compensations for the disordering effect are made,
yields the fraction of crystalline grains persisting 3-dimensionally in long range. For
NMR, not only do the long-range ordered grains as seen ordered by WAXD contribute to
the ordered resonance peak, the short-range ordering, for instance, (i) the intermediate
phase between the crystalline grain and amorphous phase which is reported for
polyethylene,15,33,34 (ii) the locally ordered chain stacks in the amorphous phase which
may share the same origin with the local order in rra-P3HT, or (iii) possible tie
chains/grains connecting neighboring crystal grains, are all visible and considered as
ordered fraction of the semi-crystalline rr-P3HT. Consequently, the quantitative
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c
comparison
n of the degrree of crysttallinity at ddifferent lenngth scales forces
f
us too conclude
t
that,
insteadd of a classic two-phasse picture ddepicting cryystalline annd amorphouus phases,
t amorphoous phase iss not completely disorddered but, raather, there iis a local, shhort-range
the
o
ordering
in the amorphhous phase. These ordeered areas caannot be coonsidered ass a distinct
p
phase,
sincce there is no evidennce of this in the scaattering andd diffractioon results.
C
Consequent
tly, these orddered areas can be seveeral P3HT chains
c
that assume
a
a π-ππ stacking
p
packing
struucture simillar to that seen
s
in the crystals. A rough scheematic illusttrating the
s
semi-crystal
lline morphhology is proovided in Fiigure 3.11.

Figure 3.111: Schemaatics illustrrating the semi-crystaalline morpphology in rr-P3HT
F
c
comprising
crystalline llamellae, am
morphous phhase, and a local short-range orderred phase.
measured aand compaared the degrees of
Notaably, Manddelkern et al. have m
c
crystallinity
y determineed by denssity measuurement andd DSC forr different types of
p
polyethylen
ne, and it has been observed that densitty measureement yieldds greater
c
crystallinity
y than DSC,, which is attributed
a
too the inclusiion of the ccrystalline-aamorphous
i
interfacial
contributionn to the m
measured density.15 D
Despite that P3HT andd PE are
d
distinctly
diifferent from
m various m
molecular asspects, the innterfacial reegion identiffied in PE
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may also apply to the case of rr-P3HT, which, however, cannot preclude the possibilities
of other types of short-range ordering as postulated above. It is also expected that the
local short-range order would have a positive impact on the charge transport
characteristics in P3HT at a macroscopic scale. Detailed investigation on the correlation
between the hole transport and the local short-range ordering is summarized in Chapter 4.
The interfacial regions between the crystalline and amorphous phases are counted
as ordered fraction in density measurements, which suggests that the density-determined
crystallinity is most likely consistent with that obtained by NMR, representing an upperbound of the ordering in the material. Thus, by equating the NMR-determined
crystallinity to density-determined one, the density of a fully amorphous sample, ρa, was
calculated by rearranging Equation 1-4 for the three P3HT samples. The results (1.061
g/cm3 for 13K, 1.053 g/cm3 for 23K, 1.055 g/cm3 for 34K), again, significantly deviated
from the 1.094 g/cm3 reported by Lee et al.8 by extrapolating density data to zero heat of
fusion. As discussed above, the density measurements include the short-range order that
is not typically captured by the DSC measurements,15 due likely to the fact that those
short-range ordered phases melt at a much lower temperature than the melting point and
are gradually destroyed during the heating ramp with negligible heat of fusion. Therefore,
the correlation between the density results and the heat of fusion is questionable.
Additionally, according to Lee’s results, the overall trend of measured mass density with
respect to measured heat of fusion is largely smeared by the large error bars in the density
results, and consequently, the extrapolation is also severely affected. Another possible
reason is that, as suggested by Snyder et al., a proper crystal size correction may be
necessary for determining the heat of fusion in their DSC measurements.10
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Finally, it is interesting to note that in the recently reported high-performance ptype semiconducting polymers exhibiting state-of-the-art hole mobility, long-range order
is usually absent and instead, only weak reflections, if any, were shown, suggesting that
the local short-range ordering may be a general feature for high-performance
semiconducting polymers having rigid conjugated backbones.35–38 Moreover, it is
proposed by Noriega et al. that, provided good interconnectivity between aggregates,
short-range intermolecular aggregations are sufficient for efficient long-range charge
transport.38 Therefore, developing a quantitative understanding of the short-range
ordering by using a combination of characterization techniques covering different length
scales as demonstrated above would be highly desirable to designing and modifying new
classes of semiconducting polymers.
3.4 Conclusions
In summary, we have used a combination of scattering (WAXD), physical
(density measurement), and spectroscopic (solid-state NMR) methods to determine the
absolute degree of crystallinity in three different P3HT bulk samples with identical predetermined thermal history, and shown that the results for the three samples differing in
molecular characteristics, obtained from three different characterization techniques, are in
qualitative agreement. Quantitatively, owing to the greater sensitivity to the
intermolecular ordering at short-range length scale, the NMR-determined crystallinity,
for all three samples under investigation, is consistently ~10% greater than those
determined by WAXD, suggesting the existence of a short-range ordered phase located in
the amorphous region of rr-P3HT. Interestingly, it is shown that the local short-range
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ordering also exists in regiorandom P3HT, which obviously lacks long-range order and is
regarded as amorphous in WAXD, UV-Vis and DSC measurements.
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CHAPTER 4
REVEALING THE SIGNIFICANT EFFECT OF SUBTLE STRUCTURAL
CHANGES ON THE HOLE TRANSPORT PROPERTIES OF P3HT USING
SOLID-STATE NMR
4.1 Introduction
rr-P3HT represents a prototype of side-chain substituted semi-crystalline
polymers and is undoubtedly one of the most studied p-type semiconducting polymers. It
has found wide use as hole conductor in organic electronic devices such as thin film
field-effect transistors (FET)1 and bulk heterojunction solar cells.2 It is well documented
in a great number of literatures that the electronic properties of P3HT in devices are
strongly dependent on the semi-crystalline morphology and stacking structures, which
can be effectively tuned by varying the molecular parameters (i.e. molecular weight,
regioregularity) and processing conditions (i.e. thermal and solvent annealing, chain
alignment).3–9 Taking FET devices for instance, structural factors such as macroscopic
degree of crystallinity,6,10 grain boundaries8 and microscopic molecular order and
orientation with respect to the substrate and the transport channel,11,12 have been
identified as keys to improving the hole mobility, suggesting that the charge carrier
transport in semi-crystalline P3HT may have a hierarchical nature.13 Indeed, as suggested
in Chapter 2, at a macroscopic length scale, the coexistence of ordered phase favoring
hole transport and disordered phase impeding holes carriers would largely complicate the
transport paths along which the holes must travel; while at a microscopic length scale,
similar to the heterogeneity present in the molecular packing and dynamics of P3HT,14
the hole transport within the P3HT crystalline region is also found to be highly
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anisotropic as suggested by quite a few experimental and theoretical studies.11,15,16
Interestingly, the important issues of molecular and microstructures at multi-length scales
has been further discussed in a recent work by Noriega et al., where, by compiling
mobility data obtained for a broad range of semiconducting polymers available in the
literatures, it is generalized that, the macroscopic connectivity between the ordered grains
and the microscopic π-π stacking paracrystalline disorder are the limiting factors in the
low and high molecular weight regimes, respectively.16 These studies clearly indicate that
the macroscopic charge transport behaviors are strongly correlated with a wide array of
structural properties scaling from segmental level up to inter-grain level. Yet, a thorough
and quantitative understanding of the highlighted features, for instance, the macroscopic
connectivity, the microscopic lattice disorder, is still limited even for the “golden
standard” rr-P3HT.
13

C solid-state NMR methods have been reported to be useful in revealing the

local structural changes in poly (3-alkylthiophene) (P3ATs) based on its sensitivity to
molecular conformation and dynamics.14,17–20 By using

13

C Magic Angle Spinning

(MAS) NMR, Pascui and co-workers have studied a crystal-crystal transition at ~60oC
featuring low molecular weight P3HT of Form II,21 and concluded that, during the
transition, the initially ordered hexyl side chains undergo disordering processes with the
introduction of more disordered gauche content, while the average conformation and
mobility of main chains remain unaffected.14 In addition, a quantitative determination of
the degree of crystallinity was enabled by a differentiation of distinct side chain
conformations in ordered and disordered phases. In a recent

13

C CPMAS NMR study

employing high molecular weight P3HT of Form I, Nieuwendaal et al. have observed
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dynamic motions in both the side chain and main chain in rr-P3HT crystals in
temperature-dependent measurements and suggested that rr-P3HT crystals contain
dynamic disorder even at room temperature.20 Another interesting

13

C CPMAS NMR

work by Yazawa et al. have highlighted a solid phase structural transition in regioregular
poly(3-butylthiophene) (rr-P3BT) at around 67oC and, based on FTIR and

13

C NMR

results, attributed it to a twist-glass transition involving a quasiordered phase with
thiophene twist in the crystals.18
In this Chapter, we present intrinsic hole transport properties of rr-P3HT
measured by TOF as a function of physical aging as well as temperature, which
demonstrate significant aging effects at low temperatures and a structural transition at
high temperature. The corresponding structural changes in the bulk have been primarily
characterized by 13C CP/MAS NMR, which helps to establish a correlation between the
hierarchical transport behaviors and the multi-scale structures in rr-P3HT. Our NMR
results indicate that the local short-range ordered phase located in the noncrystalline
region, as we describe in Chapter 3, grows during physical aging at room temperature
and, thus, coarsens the efficient pathways connecting crystalline grains, leading to the
improved hole transport properties and providing experimental evidence for the
connectivity argument described above. On the other hand, we show that the resonance
peak of the protonated carbon on the thiophene ring can be used as a sensitive indicator
of molecular packing structures within the P3HT crystals, and that the crystalline phase
undergoes a stress relaxation process above certain temperature range, which is thought
to be responsible for the observed jump in TOF hole mobility.
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4.2.2 Temperature-resolved Wide Angle X-ray Diffraction Measurements
For temperature-resolved WAXD measurements, the 32K rr-P3HT listed in Table
4.1 was used as a representation. The samples were prepared in a similar manner.
Polymer powders were sealed in a hermetical differential scanning calorimeter (DSC)
pan to ensure good thermal conductivity, which was placed on a heating stage constantly
purged with N2 gas and subject to the same slow cooling thermal treatment as described
above. Finally, the sample enclosed in the DSC pan was physically aged at room
temperature for ~9 days prior to the WAXD measurements.
Temperature-resolved WAXD measurements were performed on Beamline 7.3.3
at the Advanced Light Source (ALS) at the Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory
(LBNL). A transmission geometry was used. The wavelength of the x-rays is 1.240Å and
the diffracted photons were collected by a two dimensional Pilatus 1M detector. A homemade helium box purged with He gas was used to reduce the unwanted air scattering and
ensure clean background. A heating stage (Linkam) with a built-in sample cell
accommodating the DSC sample pan, was mounted into the beamline with a sample-todetector distance of ~205 mm. The aged sample was heated to 250oC stepwise at a rate of
10oC/min and then kept at each temperature set-point for 10 min before the measurement.
After cooling from 250oC in ambient condition, measurement was repeated for a second
heating cycle as well. Each measurement was done with 60s exposure time. Correction
for geometry and polarization was carried out for the diffraction followed by subtraction
of background arising from the pan as well as parasitic scattering.
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4.2.3 13C Solid-State Nuclear Magnetic Resonance Measurements
For NMR measurements, due to the lack of previously studied materials, a 34K
rr-P3HT was used instead (PDI~2, regioregularity~93%). The NMR samples were
prepared in the same way as the WAXD samples except that the rr-P3HT bulk sample
was taken out of the DSC pan after the thermal treatment. The thermal treatment
procedures for investigating the low temperature aging effects and high temperature
structural transition are described in 4.3.2. Although the important features resolved in
TOF at low and high temperatures seem to be relatively independent of the molecular
parameters as shown in Figure 4.1, we note that the introduction of the new material to
the structural investigation may not lead to a strict one-to-one comparison with the TOF
results in an absolute sense.
All NMR experiments were conducted on a Bruker DSX300 spectrometer,
operating at a 1H frequency of 300.12 MHz and

13

C frequency of 75.47 MHz, in 4mm

CP/MAS probes. The pulse sequence was a 90° pulse followed by an optional 1H spin
lock pulse before CP and high-power 1H decoupled 13C detection. The chemical shift was
externally referenced by polydimethylsiloxane peak at 1.4 ppm.

For crystallinity

determination, 7 ms of spin lock with a field strength of 60 kHz was used. A RAMP-CP
scheme was used for cross polarization, which has been shown to generate a more
quantitative representation of non-protonated carbons.22 The ramp size was 5 kHz and the
contact time was 3 ms. The recycle delay, decoupling field, and spinning speed were 1.2
s, 65 kHz and 5 kHz, respectively.
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4.3 Results and Discussion
4.3.1 Hole Mobility Measured by Time-of-Flight Technique
Three rr-P3HT materials having similar polydispersity and regioregularity, but
with increasing number-average molecular weights (Mn), 10K, 24K and 32K, were
chosen for the TOF measurements. The hole mobility was measured by the Time-ofFlight technique, which, as described previously in 2.3.1, probes the intrinsic transport
characteristics of the charge carriers in the bulk of materials. All the thick films used for
TOF measurements were thermally treated in the same way. Specifically, the P3HT thick
films were molten on a hot plate and then ramped down to room temperature at a rate of
0.2oC/min. This process, termed slow-cooling in the following text, is intended to remove
the previous unknown thermal history, and impart maximum degree of ordering in P3HT
by allowing the chains to fully order during the extremely slow cooling process. After Al
electrode deposition, the samples were measured either immediately or re-heated up to
210 oC/min and cooled down to room temperature at a constant rate of 1oC/min prior to
measurements. During the hole mobility measurements on heating, the temperature was
increased in step-like increments of 10oC and stabilization time of 10 minutes, and on
cooling - with a ramp of 1oC/min and stabilization time of 5 minutes. This procedure
produced a relatively good reversibility of hole mobility during the heating and cooling
cycles in such “non-aged” samples. The hole mobility for the “non-aged” rr-P3HT of
different molecular weights is shown in Figure 4.1 (blue squares). To investigate the
effect of physical aging on the hole transport properties of rr-P3HT, same samples were
stored in a N2-filled glove box for ~14 months and, subsequently, measured by TOF as a
function of temperature under identical change of temperature and electric field (Figure
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temperature is elevated, indicating that the aging–induced changes are gradually erased
by increasing temperature. In the non-aged samples, the hole mobility at room
temperature showed a negative dependence on the molecular weight, which is consistent
with previous TOF investigations on P3HT with different molecular weights.23 We note
that the decrease of TOF hole mobility with increasing molecular weight contradicts the
general increasing trend found in FET devices, which may be attributed to the marked
difference in the sampling geometries and transport length scales. Nevertheless, the
drastic improvements of hole mobility in the physically-aged samples across the
molecular weights from 10K, forming extended-chain crystals, to 32K, forming chainfolded crystals, strongly suggest that physical aging at room temperature has introduced
significant transport-relevant structural changes, most likely in the amorphous phase in
the materials.24,25 In qualitative agreement with the results shown in Figure 2.2 (a), the
hole mobility of non-aged samples initially increased with elevating temperature, reached
maximum at a high temperature of ~140oC for 10K and 24K samples and at ~180oC for
32K sample, and then decrease with further heating. Similar trend is also observed for the
aged samples at low and high temperatures except that the mobility at intermediate range
from 70oC to 140oC (80oC to 180oC for 32K) was leveled off and weakly dependent on
temperature. Additionally, another striking feature is that, regardless of the aging history,
a vertical jump in the hole mobility was found at high temperatures, although the changes
in the aged samples seem to be more significant than those in non-aged ones. The abrupt
nature of the increase, coupled with the fact that both the magnitude and temperature at
which the jump in mobility occurs increased with the P3HT molecular weight, suggest
the occurrence of a sudden structural change at high temperature and that the origin of the
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corresponding structural change may be related to kinetic factors. In comparison to
results presented in section 2.3, it is evident that finer features, for instance, the abrupt
jump at high temperature, are more prominent in the current temperature-dependent
measurement. We attribute this primarily to the fact that the unknown thermal history in
the current samples were removed by melting the films prior to cooling, whereas the
samples in previous measurements were annealed at 210oC without being molten. Also,
the broad polydispersity (PDI~2) of our previous sample may smear out the fine features
resolved here on narrow-dispersed materials (PDI: 1.2~1.3). It should be noted that,
although we report the effect of physical aging after 14 months, the most drastic changes
in the temperature dependence of mobility occur over the period of the first 10 days (not
shown). Due to positive electric field dependence of hole mobility in the low temperature
range and a negative one in the high temperature range (See 2.3.1), the largest contrast in
the temperature dependence of hole mobility was achieved for the lowest values of
electric fields that the measurements were feasible, 20 kV/cm.
4.3.2 Low Temperature Structural Changes Revealed by 13C Solid-State NMR
Given the fact that room temperature is well below the transition temperatures
reported for rr-P3HT,18,26,27 it is reasonable to assume that physically aging P3HT at room
temperature is not expected to result in large-scale molecular rearrangements in the rrP3HT crystals. Thus, the enhancement of the hole mobility with aging at low
temperatures is more likely related to structural changes in the amorphous region at a
local scale. This is supported by a combination of WAXD, DSC and infrared
spectroscopy (IR) measurements where no obvious changes were discernible for the
samples with and without physical aging.(Data not shown) Therefore, we have chosen
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13

C solid-state NMR as a primary tool, which is more sensitive to local structural changes

at short-range scale. Due to the subtlety associated with physical aging, the samples for
NMR were first molten to remove thermal history and then quenched in liquid nitrogen
from melt as schematically illustrated in Figure 4.2 (b). The rapid quench from melt is
intended to maximize the driving force and, hence, the structural changes induced by
physical aging.

13

C solid-state NMR was used to monitor the structural changes for the

same quenched sample during a total period of 9 days.
On the other hand, the abrupt jump in hole mobility observed at high temperatures
(140~180oC) in Figure 4.1 most likely has a structural origin, and appears to be
independent of the aging history. To approach this structural origin, molten samples were
first quenched in liquid nitrogen, subsequently annealed below and above the observed
transition temperature in the hole mobility data, respectively, and finally quenched in
liquid nitrogen again to freeze the structures. The schematics illustrating the detailed
thermal treatments including the aforementioned slow-cooling process are provided in
Figure 4.2.
In order to better understand and compare the spectral features, a slow-cooled rrP3HT sample, representing a well ordered state with high degree of crystallinity, and a rrP3HT sample dissolved in deuterated chloroform, representing a truly amorphous state,
were also measured by 13C NMR and included and shown in Figure 4.3, together with the
sample measured an hour after quench (termed “as-quenched” in the following) and the
sample physically aged at room temperature for 9 days.
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Figure 4.2:: Schematiccs illustratinng the tempperature proofiles for (aa) slow-coooling from
F
m
melt;
(b) quuench from melt
m and agge at room teemperature; (c) quenchh from melt, thermally
a
anneal
beloow and abovve transitionn temperatuures observeed in TOF, and quenchh again to
f
freeze
the sttructures.

Figure 4.3: CP/MAS 113C NMR sppectra of rr--P3HT compparing as-quuenched froom melt (1
F
h
hour
after qquench; redd), aged for 9 days folllowing the quench froom melt (bluue), slowc
cooled
from
m melt (greenn) and dissoolved in CD
DCl3 (purple)).
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The highly disordered state in the as-quenched sample is most evident when
compared with the solution sample in which P3HT chains are fully solubilized in a good
solvent, chloroform, and therefore can be regarded as an amorphous state. Aggregation
shifts of 3.5~4 ppm for C7 and C8 and ca. 1 ppm for C10 due to π−π stacking are readily
seen in the spectrum of as-quenched sample, suggesting that the crystallization kinetics of
P3HT is remarkably rapid and that a truly amorphous rr-P3HT is nearly impossible to
obtain even by rapid quenching from melt. In addition to the shoulder located at ~139
ppm, which has been assigned to the amorphous fraction of C7,20 two additional small
shoulders located at ~134 ppm and 128.5 ppm were consistently observed for the freshly
quenched rr-P3HT samples in several quench attempts, which were absent in slow-cooled
samples. It is interesting to note that the locations of the two small shoulders coincide
with the corresponding carbon resonance peaks in the solution state, indicating that the
completely disordered fraction is quite large. The disorder in the quenched sample is
further supported by the much more pronounced C7 shoulder at ~139 ppm as compared
with that in the slow-cooled sample. Indeed, the as-quenched sample represents the most
disordered state of rr-P3HT, which, in turn, is expected to provide the largest
thermodynamic driving force for physical aging.28–30 Another intriguing feature arises
from the C8 resonance peak, which has been identified to be particularly sensitive to the
packing structures of P3HT among other main chain carbons18,31: comparing the

13

C

NMR spectrum of the as-quenched sample with that of slow-cooled sample, the
resonance peaks originating from main chain carbons are positioned at similar positions
except for C8, the chemical shift of which clearly shows a ~0.8 ppm shift towards upfield for the slow-cooled rr-P3HT. This shift, given the marked difference between these
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Eq. 4-1
w
where
Ha iss the signal height for the
t C8 shouulder betweeen 138 ppm
m and 139.5 ppm, and
H is the siggnal height between the foot of thee C8 amorpphous shouldder and the top of the
Hc
136 ppm peak. Since both the crrystalline annd amorphoous peak shhapes do nnot change
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d
during
the aaging processs, it is reasoonable to asssume that H
Ha/Hc is prooportional too the ratio
o amorphoous vs. crysstalline popuulation. Thee terms witth a supersccript “0” reefer to the
of
v
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Figure 4.4:: The degreee of crystallinity of thhe as-quenched rr-P3H
F
HT determinned by
N
NMR
as a fu
function of aaging time up
u to 9 days.

13

C

As shown
s
in Figgure 4.4, the degree of crystallinityy of the as-qquenched saample was
o
only
~27% and increaased rapidlyy to ~32% after one dday of agingg owing to the large
d
driving
forcce in the iniitial as-quennched state. Through thhe remaindeer of the agiing period
u to 9 dayys, the grow
up
wth of orderr slows dow
wn, yieldingg a total inccrease of ~9% in the
m
measured
ddegree of cryystallinity using
u
NMR
R. Despite thhe fact that the Tg of rrr-P3HT is
w
widely
scatttered from
m -14oC to 34oC duee in large part to thee varying molecular
p
parameters
and preparration condiitions,32–34 iit is evidentt from Figuure 4.4 thatt, at room
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temperature, the structural change caused by physical aging, even for the extreme case of
as-quenched sample, is slow and likely confined to local environments in the amorphous
phase because of the limited chain mobility at this temperature. Moreover, neither the
shape nor the position of C8 resonance peak was changed after physical aging, suggesting
that there was no apparent change associated the molecular packing within the original
crystalline phase and that the ~9% grown ordered fraction has a relatively disordered
molecular packing similar to that seen in the as-quenched state. Therefore, it is concluded
that, for the as-quenched P3HT sample, physical aging has led to an increasing degree of
local short-range ordering in the amorphous phase, which amounts to about ~9% after a
total aging period of 9 days. The growth of the short-range order at local scale during
physical aging was monitored in the slow-cooled sample as well, however, the magnitude
turned out to be much reduced compared with quenched sample and thus disallowed a
quantitative investigation. Since the amorphous phase has been identified as a potential
barrier for the hole transport in P3HT at low temperature,6 the growth of the local shortrange order in the noncrystalline region as a result of physical aging is expected to, at
least, lower the barrier by establishing efficient pathways in the amorphous phase, and
may provide good connections between the ordered nanocrystal grains.
4.3.3 High Temperature Structural Changes Revealed by 13C Solid-State NMR
To address the high temperature jump in TOF hole mobility, high molecular
weight rr-P3HT (Mn~34K) was employed for the structural investigation using

13

C

NMR. According to Figure 4.1, the transition temperature where the jump in hole
mobility occurred for the 32K sample is ~180oC. Thus, the high molecular weight rrP3HT (Mn~34K) was first quenched in liquid nitrogen from melt, immediately followed
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b being annnealed for 2 hours att 160oC, below the traansition tem
by
mperature, annd 200oC,
a
above
the transition temperaturee, respectivvely. Finally, the annnealed sampples were
q
quenched
inn liquid nitrrogen again to lock in the structurres and the 13C NMR sspectra are
s
shown
in Fiigure 4.5.

Figure 4.5:: CP/MAS 13C NMR spectra
F
s
of rrr-P3HT com
mparing as--quenched ffrom melt
o
(
(red),
quencched from m
melt and annnealed at 1160 C for 2 hours (purrple), quencched from
m and annnealed at 2000oC for 2 hhours (blue) and slow-cooled (green).
melt
In coontrast to thhe physicallyy aged sampple in Figurre 4.3, anneaaling rr-P3H
HT at high
t
temperature
es has led too a significaant increasee of orderingg as the C77 amorphouss shoulder
l
located
at 139 ppm is llargely dimiinished for bboth samplees annealedd at 160oC and
a 200oC.
Q
Quite
surprrisingly, how
wever, the C8 resonannce peak, w
which has goood sensitivvity to the
p
packing
struucture (i.e. π-π stackinng) within tthe crystalliine phase ass described above, is
d
distinctly
ddifferent forr the two samples annnealed at 1660 and 2000oC. Specifi
fically, the
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chemical shift of the C8 resonance peak in the as-quenched sample shows no change
even after annealing at 160oC, suggesting that the molecular packing structure was not
altered after the extended annealing; while for the 200oC annealed sample, C8 peak
shifted ~0.6 ppm towards up-field to the position of that of a slow-cooled sample,
indicating an appreciable improvement of the molecular packing (i.e. π-π stacking) within
the crystalline phase. It is noteworthy that, compared to the single C8 peak of slowcooled sample, an additional hump located at 126~126.5 ppm can be seen for the C8 peak
the sample annealed at 200oC, resulting in a two-component feature. This feature
suggests that annealing the highly disordered as-quenched sample at 200oC for two hours
has improved the majority of the molecular packing as evidenced by the up-field shift;
however, certain part of the sample has remained the disordered molecular packing even
after annealing, leading to the broad hump attached to the main peak. A modification in
the π-π stacking as a result of structural transition has been reported by Yuan et al. in a
temperature-dependent FTIR study, whereby a solid-state transition occurring at 54oC in
slowly evaporated rr-P3HT crystals was assigned to a transition from Form I’, a new
crystal modification of rr-P3HT characteristic of a modified π-π stacking mode, to the
most commonly observed Form I crystal.24,26 Therefore, the improvement of molecular
packing structure that we observed may be regarded as a crystal modification.26 Most
importantly, as suggested by Dag et al., this can have a profound impact on the electronic
structures and, hence, the transport characteristics of rr-P3HT.35 Furthermore, since the
annealing time of two hours are quite long, the different chain packing structures from
160oC and 200oC treatments is likely due to the annealing temperature: a critical
temperature that is higher than 160oC may exist for the packing modification process to
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take place. Although the concomitant variations of other structural factors during heating
from 160oC (below the transition temperature) to 200oC (above the transition
temperature) should be taken into the consideration, the improvement of the π-π stacking
structure within the crystalline phase is clearly crucial for enhancing the inter-molecular
hole transport and can positively contribute to the hole mobility jump as seen in all the
materials.
4.3.4 Structure – Hole Transport Correlations at Low Temperature
In Chapter 3, it has been emphasized that, in addition to the classic two-phase
picture depicting crystalline and amorphous phases, the local short-range ordering in the
amorphous phase should be introduced to properly describe the semi-crystalline
morphology. Indeed, the significant hole mobility enhancement observed at low
temperature is closely related to the growth of the local short-range ordering during
physical aging, which stems from the amorphous phase of rr-P3HT that has a Tg lower
than room temperature. This is supported by the low Tg of ~6oC found in regio-random
P3HT as shown in Figure 4.6, which is chemically identical to its regio-regular
counterpart and can be taken as a reasonable representative of the amorphous fraction of
the rr-P3HT as regio-defects are partially excluded during crystallization and
concentrated in the amorphous regions. Consequently, the physical aging process can be
thought as a low temperature annealing process whereby the neighboring P3HT chains in
the amorphous phase having truncated sequences of regioregularity can pack together,
forming short-range ordered packing.36
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Figure 4.6:: DSC tracees during 2nnd heating foor rr-P3HT (black solidd line) and rra-P3HT
F
(
(red
dotted line) show
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t
temperature
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t
temperature
e aging by uusing protonn NMR and found that at
a least 2~3 wt% of thee materials
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were
conveerted from mobile too rigid com
mponents oover 4 dayys of aginng period.
S
Subsequentl
ly, the observed struuctural channge has been attribuuted to a secondary
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and
widespread
t
throughout
the noncryystalline reegions.36 Coompared w
with a ~9%
% increase in NMRd
determined
crystallinityy found in tthe quencheed sample, tthe magnituude of channge caused
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by
c
y reduced ddue to the
h
highly
ordered initial state.
s
In fact, no obviouus changes were resolvved from W
WAXD, IR
a DSC m
and
measuremennts, supportiing that thee growth off the local short-rangee ordering
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occurs at very small length scales and indicating that the subtle structural changes can
indeed have remarkably great influence on the hole transport properties in rr-P3HT at low
temperatures by overcoming the limiting factor --- the amorphous phase. It has been
proposed in recent literatures that the hole mobility is limited by the amorphous phase
and can be improved by having better connectivity between the crystalline grains.16,37
Therefore, as schematically shown in Figure 3.11, it is reasonable to consider the shortrange ordering as an intermediate phase located in the amorphous phases with widespread
distribution, thereby functioning as efficient transport highways connecting crystalline
grains. We suggest, but cannot unambiguously prove, that the grown short-range ordered
phase during aging may exist in multiple forms, such as small tie-crystals comprising a
few π-stacked P3HT chains,38 interfacial components between crystalline and amorphous
phases39,40 or simply locally packed chains. We also note that, according to the C8
chemical shift difference between the aged sample and slow-cooled sample in Figure 4.3,
the packing quality of the grown local short-range order is still poorer than that in the
slow-cooled crystals. This implies that the holes may prefer to propagate along the intramolecular direction when transport in those connecting domains. As discussed above, the
contribution of the growth of local ordering to hole mobility is gradually diminished at
intermediate temperature regions (i.e. 60oC~140oC for 10K and 80oC~180oC for 32K).
Consequently, the change of slope in the TOF hole mobility before the abrupt jump can
be assigned to the gradual disintegration of the pre-formed local short-range ordering
arising from physical aging.
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4.3.5 Structure – Hole Transport Correlations at High Temperature
At high temperatures, an interesting jump in hole mobility is observed for all the
samples across different molecular weights. It is important to note that the macroscopic
charge transport in the semi-crystalline rr-P3HT is not dictated by single structural factor
but rather, an entangled combination of variants, including the degree of crystallinity, π-π
stacking

d-spacing,

coherence

length,

crystal

thickness,

crystal

packing,

planarity/conjugation length as well as thermal activation.6,41,42 In practice, a quantitative
separation of the contribution from each factor is difficult. As shown in Figure 4.7,
temperature-resolved wide angle X-ray diffraction (WAXD) measurements on the
physically aged sample revealed that the d-spacings of π-π stacking direction (020)
thermally expanded, while the number of (020) planes along each coherence length
remained almost constant when the temperature was elevated from 160oC to 200oC.
Moreover, it was qualitatively concluded from comparing the diffraction area at 160oC
and 200oC that the degree of crystallinity also decreased during heating. Therefore, all
these factors are not expected to contribute to the hole mobility increase. According to
Gibbs-Thomson equation, the crystal thickness is expected to increase in a continuous
manner. Considering the rather abrupt nature of the mobility increase, we attribute the
jump in mobility at high temperature to the improvements of molecular packing
structures inside the crystalline grains as evidenced by the C8 resonance peak shift in 13C
NMR as discussed in 4.3.3. In contrast to the aging effects, which take effect in the
amorphous phase, the structural transition within the crystalline phase seems to be more
important for hole transport at high temperatures.
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Figure 4.7: (a) Therm
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caused by the chain folding.38 It should be noted that the transition temperature observed
in our TOF hole mobility results is much higher than the solid-state transition
temperatures of rr-P3HT reported by Yazawa et al. and Yuan et al.18,26 In fact, at such
high temperature, the side chains of rr-P3HT are molten and the P3HT crystal is expected
to resemble the structure of a liquid crystal whereby the liquid-like inter-layer composed
of side chains may, to some degree, lubricate and facilitate the motion of the main
chains.27,43,44 As a consequence, a structurally possible interpretation for the high
temperature transition is that thermal annealing above the transition temperature imparts
sufficient energy to unlock the polythiophene backbones and, hence, relax the local
stresses inside the crystalline lattice by rotational and/or translational motions of
backbones, thereby enhancing the inter-molecular transport within the crystalline phase.
Although the conjugation length may decrease with increasing temperature,42 it is also
possible that the elimination of the defects along the backbone (e.g. twist) would improve
the intra-molecular transport, which is the most efficient propagation pathway for the
holes. Meanwhile, the observation that the transition temperature, at which the hole
mobility jumps, is higher for higher molecular weight sample seems to suggest that local
stress developed during crystallization may be engendered by multiple kinetic constraints
(i.e. chain folding, entanglement, etc.) involved in the organization of long chains into
crystalline lattices. This kinetically driven stress build-up in the crystals is consistent with
Brinkamann’s molecular weight dependent study where disordered crystalline packing in
high molecular weight P3HT was directly visualized by high-resolution TEM.38 We
would like to note that no detailed structural models are available at this point to fully
explain the spectroscopic findings presented here. To that end, further quantitative
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computational efforts would be highly desirable and would be the direction for future
studies. Nevertheless, it is evidently suggested by our results that, in terms of charge
transport, the optimum temperature for thermal annealing treatment, which has been
widely performed on organic electronic devices, should be chosen according to the
molecular weights so that both the macroscopic crystallinity and the microscopic packing
within the crystals can be optimized from the initial disordered kinetically trapped states
(i.e. quenched, as-spun). As the temperature further crosses over the transition points, the
hole mobility showed a universal decrease in all samples, which has been described in
2.3.3 and ascribed to the microscopic expansion along the π-π stacking direction and the
macroscopic loss of crystallinity.
4.4 Conclusions
In this chapter, by combining TOF hole mobility results and 13C solid-state NMR
results, the correlation between the hole transport properties and semi-crystalline
morphology of rr-P3HT was elucidated. It is found that physical aging rr-P3HT, even at
room temperature, has led to the growth of the short-range ordering in the amorphous
phase, thereby establishing good bridging between the crystalline grains and facilitating
hole transport in the amorphous regions. Consequently, significant increases of hole
mobility at low temperatures were observed in all the rr-P3HT samples. Interestingly, an
abrupt jump in hole mobility at high temperatures above 140oC was also found virtually
for all the samples regardless of aging history. Corresponding NMR investigations
revealed that, different from the aging effects that occur inside the amorphous phase, the
structural origin of the high temperature jump in mobility is likely associated with a
change in molecular packing within the crystalline phase, which can promote both intra-
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and inter-molecular transport. It is expected that, both the short-range ordering in the
amorphous phase and molecular stacking structures in the crystalline phase would be
critical factors to consider in optimizing the processing of rr-P3HT in particular and,
design of new class of high-performance semiconducting polymers in general.
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CHAPTER 5
OUTLOOK AND FUTURE WORK
5.1 On the Microstructure–Hole Transport Correlations in Semi-Crystalline P3HT
Two temperature regions with distinct transport mechanisms have been identified
in rr-P3HT, as shown in Chapter 2: at temperatures below 120oC, the hole transport
exhibits thermal activation behavior and is limited by the trapping amorphous regions in
between the crystalline grains; when the temperature exceeds 120oC, significant
structural changes, namely an expansion along the π-π stacking direction and a
deterioration of the degree of crystallinity, occur simultaneously at micro- and
macroscopic scales, respectively, resulting in the decrease of hole mobility.1 The
demonstrated

strategy

combining

both

structural

investigations

and

transport

characterizations is suggested to be fundamentally indispensible to understanding the
intrinsic correlation between semi-crystalline morphology-transport properties not only in
rr-P3HT but also in other classes of conjugated polymers of semi-crystalline nature,
which may have vastly different structural characters from those of P3HT. Not
systematically investigated in detail in our study, however, is the effect of the built-in
molecular characteristics of the rr-P3HT on the morphology and hole transport behavior.
Molecular weight, PDI and regioregularity are undoubtedly the most important
parameters inherent to each batch of rr-P3HT among countless other conjugated
polymers. Despite the fact numerous manuscripts have been published to address the
individual effect of molecular weights,2–7 PDI8 and regioregularity,8,9 it is not uncommon
that materials with similar molecular weights would behave differently in two separate
studies from two research groups, due primarily to the inevitable variation in the PDI and
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structural origin of the microscopic packing modification at high temperature discussed
in Chapter 4.
5.2 Probing the Multi-Scale Ordering in Semi-Crystalline P3HT
It should be noted that thin films of semiconducting polymers widely used in
optoelectronic devices such as OPV cells and OFET devices typically have thicknesses
that are less than 200nm. Consequently, the molecular orientation and ordering of the
semiconducting polymer in such a thin film geometry will be largely affected by the
presence of the substrate and air interfaces,10 the confinement effect,11,12 the solvent
evaporation processes,13 resulting in a significant deviation from the melt-crystallized
bulk samples used in our study. Due to the aforementioned factors, quantitatively
determining the degree of crystallinity of rr-P3HT in a thin film turned out to be much
more complex in comparison to the bulk characterizations (WAXD, density, NMR, etc.).
It is suggested in a recent review by Rivnay et al. that by using grazing-incidence X-ray
diffraction, the relative degree of crystallinity in thin polymer film can be evaluated by
constructing a pole figure, which describes the orientation distribution of specifically
chosen diffraction peaks as a function of all possibly existed crystal orientations.12,14
However, the construction of the pole figure requires the access to synchrotron radiation
sources where high resolution rock-curve can be acquired, and is limited by the
complexity involved in the procedures. Alternatively, a relatively simple approach based
on the linear absorption spectrum of rr-P3HT thin films has been proposed by Clark and
co-workers, wherein the thin film aggregated structures can be related to absorption of rrP3HT by using a model developed by Spano.13,15–18 Specifically, the vibronic features
usually appearing as shoulders at lower energies (longer wavelength) in the rr-P3HT
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absorption spectrum are attributed to the absorption of planarized chains within the
aggregates; while the absorption at higher energy (lower wavelength) arises from the
chains in the disordered states, in reminiscent of the absorption of a dilute solution. This
contrast, coupled with Spano’s model in the limit of a weakly interacting H-aggregates
consisting of parallel-aligned and co-facially stacked P3HT chains,19 allows one to
decompose the absorption spectrum into contributions from ordered aggregates and
disordered chains, thus providing a quantitative measure of the fractional aggregated
structures of the film. Figure 5.1(a) shows an exemplary fitting of the P3HT aggregation
component from the P3HT:PCBM absorption spectrum by Turner et al, where the
amorphous absorbance component is taken as the difference between the total measured
absorbance and the fitted aggregation absorbance.15 Subsequently, with the knowledge of
the molar extinction coefficient ratio between aggregates and amorphous chains,13 the
degree of aggregates (or crystallinity) can be calculated and an example by Turner et al.
is shown in Figure 5.1(b),15 which was claimed to be consistent with the crystallinity
obtained from electron tomography measurements.20 Although little correlation was
observed in line with GIXD measurements,21 the degree of aggregates of the most
ordered pristine P3HT film cast from dichlorobenzene (~53%) measured by linear
absorption spectroscopy seems to be comparable to the degree of crystallinity of 34K
sample determined by NMR in our study. Presumably, the degree of aggregates
quantified by the linear absorption spectroscopy would include the short-range order
phase in the rr-P3HT and, thus, would have some correlations with the NMR-determined
crystallinity. Another figure of merit is that the absorption approach is suitable not only
for the thin film samples but also for the solution samples with fibril-type aggregates.
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phase plays in optimizing the semi-crystalline morphology for hole transport. Given the
qualitative agreement observed in the transport behaviors of various semiconducting
polymers from a comprehensive analysis by Noriega et al.,22 it seems to strongly suggest
that the presence of such short-range ordering is not uniquely seen in rr-P3HT but may
also be present in other classes of semiconducting polymers, especially those found to be
weakly ordered by scattering methods.23 One of the possible driving factors leading to the
locally short-range order is the rigidity and conformation of the backbone: as the rigidity
of the backbone increases, the chains residing in the amorphous phase would remain
relatively planar, thus promoting the inter-molecular packing via π-π interactions; or
alternatively, the increasing rigidity may lead to more efficient intra-molecular transport
at short length scales as predicted by Noriega et al.24 The pivotal roles of the short-range
order in semiconducting polymers necessitates an extension of current quantitative study
of rr-P3HT to other high-mobility conjugated semiconducting polymers. Among the
high-performance semiconducting polymers, the class of diketopyrrolopyrrole (DPP)
based polymers as shown in Figure 5.2 could be a good candidate to initiate the
investigation owing to the good indication of ordering from scattering, UV-Vis
absorption and DSC measurements.25 Thus, as a next step, a combination of WAXD,
density, solid-state NMR, DSC and linear absorption spectroscopy measurements can be
applied to systematically and quantitatively investigate and compare the semi-crystalline
ordering in the DPP based polymers. The results are expected to further uncover the
structural origin of the high mobility exhibited by DPP-based conjugated polymers.
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Figure 5.2:: The chemiical structurres of three semi-crystaalline diketoopyrrolopyrrrole-based
F
c
conjugated
polymers: poly(diketoopyrrolopyrrrole-thiopheene-fluorenee-thiophene)) (DPPF),
p
poly(diketop
pyrrolopyrrrole-terthiopphene) (D
DPPT), annd poly(ddiketopyrroolopyrroleq
quaterthioph
hene) (DPPBT).25
As ddemonstrateed in Chaptter 4,
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However, a quantitativve packing
m
model
highlighting thee modificatiion processees is still m
missing and would be eessentially
i
important
too be consideered if a bettter molecullar packing is aimed att when desiggning new
c
conjugated
polymers. To that ennd, it is suuggested byy Dudenko and co-woorkers that
q
quantum-ch
hemical calcculations off chemical shhifts in solid-state NM
MR with the assistance
o nucleus-iindependentt chemical sshift (NICS) maps wouuld be particcularly usefful.26,27 By
of
u
using
diffraaction methhod to evaluuate long-raange order and high reesolution 1H and

13

C

s
solid-state
N
NMR methoods to assesss molecularr constraintss, Dudenko et al. has pproposed a
s
strategy
forr determininng the crysttalline strucctures of buulk rr-P3HT
T and calcuulating the
s
suitable
paccking modeels, which aare shown in Figure 55.3.26 Both unit-cell pparameters
d
derived
from
m diffractioon and molecular constrraints deducced from NM
MR are connsidered in
t resultinng calculated models, therefore providing a comprehennsive insighht into the
the
q
quantitative
e packing strructures in P
P3HT. As a next step, iit would be worthwhilee to follow
t proceduures developped by Duddenko and co-workers
the
c
and furtherr quantify thhe shift in
t molecullar packingg during strress relaxatiion at high temperaturre. Furtherm
the
more, pin-
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p
pointing
thee narrow tem
mperature w
window (bettween 160oC and 200oC
C) at which the stress
r
relaxation
pprocesses ooccur for rrr-P3HT of different m
molecular w
weights willl also be
i
interesting.

Figure 5.3:: Packing m
F
model for P33HT consideered in Reff 26 and the correspondding NICS
m
maps.
The NICS colorr bar quantiifies the NM
MR chemical shift offsset of the nnuclei in a
p
polymer
chaain inducedd by the elecctronic ring currents off all neighbooring chainss. Red and
g
green
arrow
ws illustrate 1H-1H distaances above and below 4 Å, respecttively.26
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